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Wrestling with the OP 
Pierre Florendo 
OP Contributor 
Long lineups. Tables loaded with print-
ed material. The loud din of hundreds 
of people murmuring all at once. 
A small group of people violently 
pushing and shoving, while a larger 
group of people sit around and watch. 
Is it a Boxing Day sale? A heavy metal 
concert at GM Place? A live show of 
World Wrestling Entertainment? 
No, it's just the start of another year at 
Douglas College. 
Tuesday, September 3, 2002 marked 
the return of life at DC. Once again, all 
of the indicators of school activity reap-
peared. People were lining up at the 
Registrar's Office to add and remove 
courses. The Cashier's office also pos-
sessed a long lineup, prolonging the 
inevitable moment when a student 
watched as their bank account drained 
quickly and effortlessly. Not to be out-
done, the Bookstore contained its own 
mosh pit and massive lineup. 
Classrooms resumed their purpose as 
rooms for learning, instead of rooms for 
Airline security 
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sleeping, eating or other activities. The 
cafeteria was filled to over 80% seating 
capacity, compared to the 2-3 tables 
that saw regular use over the summer. 
The lower cafeteria also re-opened, 
granting people access to essentials like 
submarine sandwiches and pizza pizza. 
Outside, students could be seen utiliz-
ing the "New West Grind", also known 
as the climb from New Westminster 
Station to Douglas College. The steps 
leading from the fr.ont of the school to 
the top floor of the Students' Union 
Building doubled as a makeshift seating 
area, allowing people to enjoy lunch in 
the rare event known as sunshine. The 
smokers' area also saw re-use, as smokers 
enjoyed their nicotine breaks while 
respecting the property and not spit-
ting. 
But the greatest indicator of the resur-
rection of Douglas College was the con-
course. 
Besides the aforementioned line-ups 
at the Registrar's and the Cashier's, the 
concourse also housed almost all of the 
traffic, whether students were entering 
DC, leaving DC, or changing wings. 
The concourse, constructed like a mini-
amphitheatre, gave people the opportu-
nity to sit on the extended staircase. 
From here, they could watch the centre 
stage, and enjoy the presentation. 
This week's presentation was the gath-
ering of "welcome back" tables. All sorts 
of groups were there. spud.ca made a 
presentation about its organic food 
delivery service. The DC Athletics 
Dept. had a table describing the many 
activities available for students during 
the year. The Douglas Students Union 
had a very active table, informing stu-
dents of the services they had to offer 
and the issues that involved most stu-
dents, while handing out the all-impor-
tant DSU Handbook and Day Planner. 
However, the most bizarre (and, sub-
sequently, most attention-grabbing) 
presentation at the concourse was the 
one put together by the Other Press. 
[oncourse festiuities 
The table beiow the massive· banner was 
simple: people sitting behind a table 
displaying previous issues of the OP, 
along with buttons and OP promo pens. 
But what grabbed the attention of the 
people was the sumo suits. 
Yes, sumo suits. Highly suspect, 
potentially dangerous, and seemingly 
irrelevant to the paper. But if the pur-
pose of the sumo suits was to draw 
attention to the Other Press, it succeed-
ed. Over a dozen people donned the 
bulky suits and went at it, while the 
spectators at the concourse were amused 
and captivated by the show. But then, 
maybe you were there and that's why 
you are reading this. Maybe I kicked 
your ass. 
The first week of class may be over, 
but the events will continue. The DSU 
has a Welcome Back BBQ planned on 
September 12th, and there are more 
events planned in the concourse for the 
rest of the year. Keep reading the Other 
Press for more information. 
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News 
Uelthuis 
Editor 
Has the world really changed since 
last September 11? 
The date marks the anniversary of 
one of the more tragic events of our 
recent history. Now that a year has 
passed and the--initial fear and shock 
of the September 11 attacks has 
dulled, is anything different? 
Not according to Burnaby resident 
Simon Reilly, who like many others, 
remembers where he was that day last 
fall. 
"I was in my truck driving to work, 
listening to Rock 101 . But the guys 
on Rock 101 were talking forever and 
ever, so then I actually started paying 
attention to it. At first I thought it 
was a joke, I was thinking it had to be 
a joke because they never talk about 
serious stuff on Rock 101. So I 
switched stations a couple of times 
and then everyone was talking about 
it. So then I really started paying 
attention. It was scary then, but I 
don't think that I've altered my way of 
living since then." 
Those who didn't hear about the 
attacks on the radio saw it on televi-
sion or heard about it from a friend, 
fu.mily member, colleague or stranger. 
The U.S. was under attack, and they 
weren't sure who was attacking them 
or why. 
Horrendous stories and images of 
crashing planes were everywhere. 
According to the Department of 
Foreign Affairs, 24 Canadians were 
killed. 
In the months following the attacks, 
some rallied and supported victims 
and their families. Airline, airport and 
personal security was questioned 
repeatedly. Various associations such 
as Canadian Blood Services cam-
paigned and donated blood to the 
American Red Cross. Here in BC dif-
ferent groups held fundraising events, 
some groups and individuals visiting 
Ground Zero in order to help with 
cleanup efforts. 
More recently, on September 3 of 
this year the International Association 
of Fire Fighters (IAFF), which repre-
sents fire fighters in the U.S. and 
Canada, donated $17 million to the 
Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon in 
memory of the firefighters who lost 
their lives that day. The telethon was 
held in order to raise money for the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association 
(MDA). Some of the firefighters who 
lost their lives at the World Trade 
Center in New York were active work-
ers for the MDA. 
With the anniversary of the attacks 
happening this week, precautions are 
being taken, especially in the cities 
where the attacks occurred. This past 
Thursday the U.S. announced flight 
restrictions around the public cere-
monies and memorials being held at 
the three crash sites. Sightseeing, 
training and private flights will be 
banned or highly restricted over New 
York, Washington and Pennsylvania. 
The rules limit commercial airlines 
from flying below 5,486 metres with-
in a 55-kilometre radius of the sites. 
The restriction hours vary from city 
to city. In New York they will be in 
effect from ?a.m. September 11 to 
8p.m. September 13. In Washington, 
the restrictions will be in effect from 
8:30a.m. to 11a.m., and in Somerset 
County, Pennsylvania, only during 
the outdoor ceremony. 
Canadians are remembering with 
their own variety of memorials and 
ceremomes. 
Edmonton resident Brian Curry spent 
11 months constructing a glass replica 
of the World Trade Center towers, to 
honour the close to 3,000 people 
killed in the attacks. The replica holds 
300 business-card sized brass plaques 
that look like the two towers' win-
dows, each one holding ten 
September 11 victims' names. The 
plaques, which cost $25 each, were 
donated by other generous Edmonton 
area residents. 
It took more than 1,000 hours of 
labour at a cost of close to $20,000, 
and it was unveiled on August 30, as a 
memorial to all the September 11 vic-
tims in New York City. 
In southern Ontario, Dykstra 
Landscaping and Greenhouses recent-
ly grew around 10,000 chrysanthe-
mums for shipment to the U.S. The 
flowers, in red, white and blue pack-
aging and with a small marker saying 
"United We Stand", are destined for 
floral shops where they will be sold at 
cost-a non-profit service for mourn-
ers. They are expected to be used for 
September 11 memorial services 
across the country. 
Tory leader Joe Clark recently called 
for a Canadian September 11 memo-
rial across the country because he said 
that the terrorists attacked Canada as 
well. Chretien doesn't seem to deem it 
necessary. Instead he plans to send let-
ters of condolence to the victims' fam-
ilies to mark the tragedy's anniversary. 
Chretien did, however, attend the 
memorial service held on Parliament 
Hill last September 15. 
Port Coquitlam resident Bob 
Erikson believes that the question isn't 
whether the world has changed in the 
past year, but rather how the world 
has changed. He feels that if the ter-
rorist attacks happened once, they 
could just as easily happen again. "It 
probably will happen again someday. 
Better to be prepared," he said. 
Douglas College workopolisCam 
NEED A JOB? 
On-campus and off-campus student job opportunities are posted at www.workopoliscampus.com. 
Workopoliscampus.com is a Canada-wide employment web-site for students. 
Jobs are posted nation-wide, as well as specifically for Douglas College students. 
Access workopoliscampus.com free of charge. The access code for Douglas College students is jobkey. 
On-campus student assistant postings for the Fall 2002 semester are now posted on workopoliscampus.com. Students will have to register on the 
Workopoliscampus web-site, first by using their own username and password, then creating an on-line resume, and applying to the postings as they appear 
on the site. In-person application is no longer available. 
Visit www.workopoliscampus.com for more information and get an early start! If you require further assistance, please contact Student Employment 
Services, Room A-1040 at the David Lam campus or the Career Resource Centre, Room 4612 at the New Westminster campus. 
www.douglas. be. calstuservlstuempl.htm 
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HnthraH Scare at McGill 
Biology building euacuated because of 
mysterious white powder 
Roberto Rocha 
The McGill Daily 
MONTREAL (CUP) The Stewart 
Biology building ac McGill University was 
evacuated Wednesday after an anthrax scare 
was reported co 911. 
According co sources present at the scene, 
a white envelope containing white powder 
was opened in a Biology Department office 
at around 2:50 p.m., when the emergency 
call was received. 
A biology professor who asked co remain 
anonymous, and who was teaching at the 
time of the evacuation, said the envelope 
was opened by the secretary for graduate 
srudies of the Biology Department, in her 
office. 
Fire and police officials on the scene could 
not confirm the identity of the victim, buc 
said chat the object in question was in face 
an envelope with nothing but white powder 
inside. 
Chief of Operations for the Montreal Fire 
Service Richard Liebmann, said chat eight 
people feared contaminated were kept inside 
Stewart Bio unci! public health officials 
could confirm the nature of the powder and 
guarantee their safety. 
"Only a couple of people are really 
choughc co have been direccly exposed," 
Liebmann said. "We're keeping the eight 
inside for safety precautions. They all feel 
well, so there is no reason co cake them co 
the hospital." 
According co Liebmann, a team of police 
and fire specialises kept Stewart Bio sealed 
off unci! ic was deemed safe co reopen. Ac 
10:30 p.m. the building was declared safe. A 
Hazardous Materials (Hazmac) technician 
who spoke co The Daily on condition of 
anonymity said chat fire vehicles arrived ac 
the scene three minutes after the call, and 
the Hazmac unit cwo minutes after chat. He 
added chat a SWAT team was expected ac 
the site for further investigation. 
No one wished co comment on who the 
sender of the powder might be or the 
sender's motives. 
Spokesperson for the Montreal police 
Parking Rates Rise, 
Time Limits Don't 
By Eileen Uelthuis 
News Editor 
The parking meter races on the streets around 
DC's New Westminster campus have risen. 
The race changes, implemented by the City of 
New Westminster on August 6, mean chat parking 
ac a meter will now cost $1.25 per hour, up from 
$1.00 per hour lase semester. 
The city claims chat rising costs, such as the costs 
of parking meter maintenance, coin collection and 
parking enforcement have created a need co 
increase parking meter fees. They also scare chat the 
use of meters helps encourage parking spot 
turnover, creating availability of parking. In turn, 
chis helps co persuade people co shop and do busi-
ness in New Westminster. 
"Srudents can't afford any more increases espe-
cially since tuition just went up," said Sara 
McLean, DC New Westminster campus srudenc. 
McLean brings up another valid point, men-
tioning chat "Classes are cwo hours long, and the 
parking meters only give you a cwo hour time 
limit." 
So what about the many srudents who are forced 
co park on the streets around Douglas College, 
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since DC's lots fill up so quickly? On Royal Avenue 
for example, the parking meter time limit is cwo 
hours, but most DC classes are cwo hours long. 
This can make ic difficult for a srudenc who isn't 
able co gee a spot in one of the College's lots co 
park, go to class and make ic back co the meter 
before ic runs out. 
While races have gone up, time limits are not 
likely co be increased any time soon according co 
City of New Westminster Engineering 
Department employee Ken Ross. He says chat City 
Council has "looked at increasing the time limits 
before and they haven't shown an interest in doing 
chat." 
Ross disagrees with McLean's belief chat there is 
a need co increase the time limits and not the cost. 
"Douglas College is sitring in the middle of a 
commercial area, and there are ocher places co park 
with aLI-day races," he explained. 
The new fees are up for review by City Council 
in November. 
This is the first parking meter race increase in 
New Westminster since 1997. 
Lynne Labelle, said Iacer in the evening chat 
the powder was probably not anthrax, but 
chat ic would be sene co the lab for analysis 
anyway. She had no informacion on the con-
dition of the eight people kept in the build-
ing. 
For students caking classes in the build-
ing, ic was a unique first day of school. 
"When che fire bell rang and we lefr the 
building, there were already all these police 
cars and ambulances outside," said Melanie 
Greffard, an environmental studies student. 
"Now I'm stranded. My bag is in there with 
all my things, and I can't go home. They 
won't lee anyone in." 
Dr. Dalius Briedis, a professor of microbi-
ology and immunology who specializes in 
hazardous organisms and who was present at 
the site, said chat if tests turned out positive 
for anthrax, the effects would noc be very 
severe. 
"Worse case scenario, the people infected 
will have co cake [the antibiotic] Cipro for a 
while." 
Anthrax is an infectious disease caused by 
bacterial spores, made famous after several 
cases sprouted in the US following Sept. 11. 
Symptoms closely resemble the flu with 
severe pains, although the specific symp-
toms of the pulmonary, intestinal and skin 
varieties of the disease may vary. Anthrax is 
readily created by che antibiotic 
ciprofloxacin (Cipro for shore). 
News 
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Gay 
Gouernment Accused of Censorship 
legal action and lesbian filmfest considers 
By Keuin Groues 
British Columbia Bureau 
(CUP) Vancouver's gay and lesbian communiry has 
accused the provincial government of censorship and 
discrimination after BCs Film Classification Office 
(FCO) demanded that several films to be shown at irs 
annual film festival be screened to determine if they 
are appropriate for viewing. 
Though the FCO, which is part of the provincial 
Public Safery and Solicitor General's office, later 
granted an exemption to the film festival, its organiz-
ers said they have never had this much trouble 
exhibiting material in the festival's 14 year history. 
"We've had an ongoing battle with [the FCO] but 
this was obviously a case of harassment," said Jim 
Deva who co-owns Little Sisters, a popular queer 
bookstore in downtown Vancouver. "We really 
should insist that they apologize to the queer com-
muniry." 
Film festivals across BC sell memberships to bypass 
government classification of films. Membership is 
open to anyone 18 years or older. 
In a letter, Steven Pelton, depury director of fum 
classification, granted the Out on Screen Film and 
Video Sociery, which holds the festival every year, 
exemption from the normal permits process for film 
screenings in BC. That decision ended an earlier 
threat by the government to impose fines if a docu-
mentary fUm on the Little Sisters bookstore was 
shown as scheduled at the Capital Six theatre, on the 
grounds that the theatre lacked the necessary permits. 
The film highlighted the bookstore's two-decade 
battle through the Supreme Court of Canada against 
Canada Customs' seizure of some of its books. It 
went ahead as scheduled and nearly 1,000 people 
turned up in support. 
"The irony was obviously lost on [the FCO] to cen-
sor a fUm about censorship," said Out On Screen 
board chair Jeff Rotin, amidst laughter and tumul-
tuous applause from the packed auditorium at the 
back of the theatre. 
But while his office backed down on the docu-
mentary, Pelton then demanded that two other pieces 
due to be shown at the festival weren't "Sugar Sweet" 
'k~·"P"'f'"Lion of 11 short films dealing with crim-
,.ll,l'l~ilaliry were ordered to be turned over so they 
d determine whether they violated a section of 
the provincial Motion Picture Act. Soon after, the 
FCO conceded the theatres had the right licenses and 
the fLims would not need to be reviewed. 
In an interview, Pelton claimed his office was 
checking to make sure the fums were licensed to 
show adult material, though he declined to elaborate 
on what criteria the FCO used to make that decision. 
He also stressed that the FCO is a great supporter 
of the queer film festival. 
"We wish them all the best," he said. 
But Jeremy Hainsworth, a spokesman for the film 
festival was quick to dismiss Pelton's support. 
"That's pretry well what the customs people have 
been saying to Little Sisters for 20 years while they've 
been seizing their books at the border," he said. 
Out On Screen does not intend to let the FCO 
walk away easily and have demanded the FCO pro-
vide the sociery, festival goers and the BC queer com-
muniry with a sincere public apology for its conduct. 
The sociery also issued a blistering press release 
accusing the government of discrimination. It 
claimed the provincial government has never subject-
ed other BC film societies to the full application of 
the Motion Picture Act and demanded the govern-
ment preserve its relevant written and electronic 
communications should the sociery decide to take 
legal action. 
"But we'll have to consult our lawyers first," 
Hainsworth said. 
Deva added that one of the best ways to fight cen-
sorship at street level is to avoid large, merged retail-
ers and support local businesses. 
"Right now, for instance, bookstores are under 
attack in Canada and if we let that continue it will 
create a type of censorship we've never had before," 
Deva said. "What will happen if Chapters and Indigo 
say they won't carry certain books? The answer is that 
they simply won't be published." 
Welcome Back Douglas College Students. 
Over the summer, BOOKTOWN moved from 668 to 626 
Columbia Street and over the past week, dozens of you have found 
us again. For those who have not, we want you to know that: 
We still have 50,000 used, collectable and rare books in stock, 
including an expanded science 
fiction section. 
And we continue to]rovide in-store credit for used books, expert 
evaluation of rare an unusual 
volumes, search for out-of-print or rare titles and Browsers Club 
savings for return customers. 
We do not carry textbooks (although we occasionally have a few). 
And we will continue to carry The Other Press as we have for the 
past two years. 
Check us out and save 10 per cent with the coupon below. With 
any purchase of $10.00 or more, get a free movie pass (for as long 
as they last) to The Tuxedo. 
crcrr. 
B ooL:to.vn 
USED, COLLECTABLE AND HARIJ..TO-FIND BOOKS 
lOo/o discount to readers of the Other Press with this coupon 
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Rir Trauel Post- 9/11 
Erin Culhane 
Opinions Editor 
Five days, two kids, 6934 kilometres, seven 
take-offs and landings, eight hours of car trav-
el. Yeah, that pretty much sums up my sum-
mer vacation. 
This short and sweet (okay, maybe sour) 
journey was our first by plane in over two 
years. To say things have changed in the way 
we "do" air travel is a blatant understatement. 
There are certain things you don't joke about 
anymore. There are certain things you just 
don't say anymore. Words that start with "G" 
"K" and "B" are among them. But children, in 
their sweet innocence are oblivious to these 
new rules of air travel conduct. 
Everything went smoothly at Vancouver 
International. The West]et representative 
asked me a few questions that I hadn't been 
asked before: "Did you pack your bags?" 
"Have you left your bags unattended?" The 
rep at the counter beside me was trying to 
decide if she should let a traveller on board 
with baby nail clippers. "Hmm, well they 
don't have the little nail file that sticks out. .. " 
Things are pretty tight, to say the least. 
(Although it got me to thinking, maybe they 
should ban ridiculously long artificial nails. 
Some of those suckers can be as sharp as a 
"K") . 
While going through security the ·personnel 
wanted to confirm that my cellphone would 
turn on and was in fact a cellphone and not a 
"B." The kids remained pretty quiet through-
out all this, likely because it was 6 a.m. and 
they'd been up since 4:30. 
Coming home was a different story. Security 
was substantially tighter at the little airport in 
Sault Ste. Marie. When I say "little" I mean 
that like Spuzzum is to China, the Sault air-
port is to YVR. 
So the kids and I got pegged for a random 
thorough-search. After walking through the 
metal detector (the thing that looks like a 
door frame) without setting it off, I was asked 
by the female security person if she could 
search me. 
I received the invasive beeping stick treat-
ment. I was wearing a long skirt with no 
pockets and a T-shirt-it creeps me to think 
of where she thought I might have been hid-
ing something. 
They also searched the kids' carry-ons with 
an electronic gadget, which was attached to a 
monitor. The guy was carefully weaving his 
gadget in and out of trail mix and markers, 
over and under HotWheels and Travel 
Monopoly. I stood waiting patiently, but the 
kids were like, "Mom, why are they looking at 
our stuffi" I explained that the people in 
charge of security pick bags to look through 
every so often. 
My son persisted, "Well, what are they look-
ing for?" 
"Things that aren't safe to bring on the 
plane," I said. 
"Oh, like a gun," he said. 
Oh dear. I was tongue-tied. 
Suburban Graffiti 
B I a c kb e rry in g 
Dawn- Louise Mcleod 
OP Columnist 
As the fall semester begins my goals are sim-
ple-forget the furor of back-to-school fever 
and the inevitability of assignment comple-
tion/CPA maintenance-I'm interested only 
if it's ripe, juicy and dangling. Yeah, I'm talk-
ing about the genus Rubus, otherwise known 
as blackberries. 
Right now, I spend my spare time getting 
blackberries off the bushes and into my freez-
er (and into my blender). My "to do" list: 
Pick at least 10 plastic ice cream buckets full 
of berries for deep freeze storage. 
Make a couple of dozen jars of jam and 
syrup. 
Juice enough berries to start a vat of wine. 
Bake a few pies and crisps for immediate 
consumption. 
The thrill of achievement is tempered some-
what by the consequences of the frenzied pick-
ing pace required, not the least of which is the 
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demise of my french manicure. Berrying 
results in stained and broken fingernails and 
thorn-lacerated flesh. And processing berries 
means splats of dark purple all over clothes, 
the kitchen-heck, the entire house. 
But it's worth it. Blackberries retail in local 
stores for the outrageous price of $2.99 a pint. 
With proper gear and a good berry zone, in 
about an hour you can collect a bucket full. 
No wonder blackberrying appeals to those 
who revel in free food and are instinctive gath-
erers and gleaners-that's right, scroungers. 
Blackberries are everywhere for the taking 
and are very high in vitamin A, potassium, 
folate, calcium, and vitamin C. Besides, life in 
the suburbs is so dull that on any given day 
from mid August to early September you can 
spot people marauding suspiciously in bushes, 
carrying plastic ice cream buckets and armed 
with gardening implements. 
Of all wild berries, blackberries are the most 
prolific. Their brambles are rampant on any 
unclaimed or neglected patch of Iand-a 
vacant lot, creekside, schoolyard. (Probably 
the thorn hedge surrounding Sleeping Beauty's 
palace was nothing more than a bunch of 
blackberry bushes.) There are actually several 
types of blackberries in the Pacific Northwest, 
the most common of which is the Himalayan 
blackberry. 
However, only one type, the Trailing black-
berry, is indigenous. Its berries are smaller but 
tastier. The Coast Salish ate these berries fresh, 
and dried them for winter use, but also used 
the leaves and roots to alleviate numerous dis-
orders. And blackberries were essential to 
purification rituals prior to spirit dancing-
the purifiee's body was scrubbed with black-
berry brambles. I'll bet there were a lot of peo-
ple who never learned to dance. 
Blackberries are great for jams and jellies, 
adding to baked goods, and making flavoured 
vinegars, salad dressings, wine, and even 
cough syrup. My favourite recipe, however, is 
for blackberry slushies-a blended treat with 
sugar and copious amounts of vodka or rum. 
Perfect for consumption around the firepit in 
the backyard. 
Proper gear for picking? Wear a work glove 
or a pair of fingerless gloves, a shirt with long 
sleeves that won't ride up, pants, shoes, and a 
hat. Carry baby wipes in your backpack or car 
for cleanup. Bring plastic buckets (ice cream 
buckets are the right size and have handles and 
lids), clippers, a rake, and a ladder or stepstool, 
and you can duke it out with hornets, spiders, 
mosquitoes, ticks, and rival berryers. 
Style 
"Or a bomb," he said. 
Oh shit. "Please don't say that, Tarin," I said, 
willing his taboo words to cease. 
The gadget-holding dude ignored his com-
ments, and the guy collecting boarding passes 
looked over at me and smiled an understand-
ing "kids will be kids" smile. Phew. We made 
it on the plane without further incident. 
If I had to sum up the atmosphere in the 
world of air travel, I'd say it's "careful." And as 
travellers we have a responsibility to mind the 
new, perhaps unwritten rules of sky trekking. 
As for the kids, they're five and seven years 
old-why should I quash their innocence by 
explaining the inappropriateness of their com-
ments? 
One year ago, a bunch of assholes changed 
things, not the least of which is the way we 
feel about getting on a plane. But I choose not 
to let them change the way my kids feel. 
Next time I'll just be better prepared for their 
questions. 
Personally, I never bother with all that gear, 
so usually after picking I'm bleeding, covered 
in blackberry gore, and look like I've been 
though a war zone episode of Barney and 
friends-or a Coast Salish purification ritual. 
A few evenings ago, however, I discovered 
competitive blackberrying and learned a few 
tricks. A couple of novice pickers and I set out 
in search of the mother lode-brambles 
loaded with ripe fruit for slushies. Terrified of 
spiders and of getting scratched, my ftiends 
were clothed ftom head to toe and carried 
enough equipment to perform a major home 
renovation. It wasn't long, though, before I 
stopped laughing and started using their clip-
pers and a glove to reach under branches for 
the plentiful berries beneath. My friends fol-
lowed me around until I managed to elude 
them for some solitary non-stop picking, dur-
ing which I ignored their calls. It was like 
being a kid again. 
"Ah hah, she's too quiet!" I heard them say. 
"Must've found a mother lode!" Indeed, I had 
hacked my way into a magnificent patch of 
plump berries. I was concealed under several 
layers of brambles, picking as fast as possible 
before my friends could reach me. Then I 
made the mistake of standing up. Let me tell 
you, don't ever blackberry pick while wearing 
a halter-top. 
Why not try blackberrying with your 
friends and see who's the first to fill a bucket? 
Loser supplies the vodka for the slushies. 
Comments and favourite blackberry recipes 
to: 
iconoclastcom@yahoo.ca 
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Wanna Bite 
Candies? 
Jenn Farrell 
OP Contributor/Print Futures Alumni 
I was persusing the magazines 
at my local drugstore a few 
months ago when I noticed the 
latest issue of CosmoGIRL!. Ah, 
CosmoGirl! The curious mutant 
offspring of Helen Gurley 
Brown-style femininity and 
Seventeen magazine-style naivete. 
But it was this issue in particular 
that rocked my sense of irony. 
Against the neon pink back-
ground, behind taglines like: 
"Swimsuits that'll make him say 
hell-lo!" and "Be a guy magnet-
here's how" was the cover girl, 
Tara Reid, ubiquitous starlet of 
such teen film fare as American 
Pie. Reid was doing her usual 
sexpot routine, with a come-
hither smile and a wedge of slcin-
ny midriff on display. Nothing 
new there. But she was wearing a 
tight white cropped T-shirt with 
this sparkly slogan: "Be SEXY. It 
doesn't mean you have to have 
sex." 
It took me a long time to fig-
ure out what that T-shirt was 
supposed to mean.When I did 
draw some preliminary conclu-
sions, I cussed at such length that 
even the pimply chap oogling 
Maxim beside me blushed. Turns 
out, this garment was not a one-
off for the magazine shoot. The 
T-shirt, along with others bear-
ing similar slogans, is sold by an 
organization called the Candies 
Foundation, and can be ordered 
on their website. 
Candies got its start as a shoe 
manufacturer. You might 
remember the original 1970s 
Candies shoe-picture a Dr. 
Scholl's sandal from the bad part 
of town-a leather instep 
secured to an impressive heel. 
(My neighbour's mom had a 
pair. She used to wear them with 
her cut-offs, malcing the other 
moms jealous of her lithe, sun-
tanned legs.) Since those early 
days, the Candies brand has 
grown to include a full line of 
fashions and accessories, as well 
as fragrances for both men and 
women. 
In recent years, Candies has 
been taken to task for their con-
troversial print ads. The compa-
ny's products are aimed at two 
demographic groups: the 
18- 34's, and their younger coun-
terparts, the "'tweens" -girls 
who read .Y1'11, Teen People, and 
good old CosmoGIRL! Candies 
print advertising mainly employs 
sassy b-list celebs like Carmen 
Electra and Alyssa Milano. One 
ad showcased former Playboy 
model and MTV presenter Jenny 
McCarthy sitting on the toilet. A 
Candies fragrance ad featured 
Sugar Ray frontman Mark 
McGrath smirlcing for the cam-
era as a scantily clad model strad-
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died his, ahem, computer moni-
tor. 
But underneath all that mar-
keting sauciness beats the vigi-
lant moral heart of the Candies 
company. They want teenagers 
to know that although they use 
sex relentlessly to pitch their 
products, it doesn't mean that 
they condone teenage sexual 
activity. No sir! Armed with 
desire to deflect responsibility for 
a nation's slackening virtues, 
coupled with a !cinder, gender 
post-9/11 media climate, 
Candies picked the perfect time 
to mate benevolence with good 
old-fashioned marketing savvy. 
And so the Candies Foundation 
was born, the "charitable out-
reach " arm of the company. The 
Foundation's mandate is to "help 
educate the new generation of 
self assured, powerful girls by 
spreading the word about the 
consequences of teenage preg-
nancy ... utilizing every form of 
media and advertising to get the 
message out to teens." This 
includes the Candie's 
Foundation Website, where users 
can learn about morality and 
shop. 
A trip to the website is a 
colourful and baffling experi-
ence, with more pop-ups and 
flashing banner ads than your 
average porn site. The site does 
not serve to actually provide 
much statistical information in 
and of itself. There are some facts 
that will surprise no one: 
America, always proud to be a 
world leader, holds that honour 
for teen pregnancy: nationwide, 
about a million teenaged girls 
find themselves with one in the 
oven every year. Unfortunately, a 
state-by-state breakdown was not 
available. The site has a link to a 
teen sex quiz put together by 
Teen People magazine, and there 
are pages of links for teens and 
their parents. The content and 
quality of these information 
sources vary considerably, and 
Candies is careful to note on 
every page that it is not responsi-
ble for, nor does it endorse, any 
particular site. It's a good thing 
too, because it's a wing-spanning 
smorgasbord, from the birth-
control-promoting · Planned 
Parenthood to the eene, 
Falwellian overtones of the 
Abstinence-the Best Choice! 
program site. And not that I 
propose this as a solution to teen 
pregnancy, but the word "abor-
tion" was conspicuously absent, 
even as a source of data. 
(Intrepid researchers will find 
Statistics Canada a much more 
useful source of information in 
this regard.) 
And when all the links and the 
facts page have got you searching 
for some real answers, you can 
click your way to the retail thrust 
of the foundation. This is street 
outreach-Candies style. Buy! A 
shirt that tells the world you're 
independent. See! Fashion model 
Willa Ford wears a Candies t-
shirt that says she's vocal. 
(Funny, I've never heard her say a 
thing.) Wonder! At how pasting 
together a Destiny's Child pub-
licity still and the line "Be a 
Diva" constitutes a public service 
announcement. 
There's such a paucity of male 
celebs m the Candies 
Foundation, that one might 
think there's some lcind of sinis-
ter immaculate conception at 
work, that teenaged girls are so 
darn sexy that they're magically 
impregnating themselves. 
Almost none of the ads are tar-
geted specifically to boys, and 
the ones that are tell them to use 
protection. Nowhere is it sug-
gested that boys refrain from sex-
ual intercourse. For girls, it's a 
"just say no" -fest the likes of 
which Americans haven't seen 
since the Reagan administration. 
But why would they, and why 
should they? Teenagers, just like 
the rest of us, are subject to feel-
ings of sexual desire that they 
may or may not act upon. 
Candies' idea of solving the teen 
pregnancy epidemic is telling 
girls to say no to these feelings 
but yes, yes, yes! to inspmng 
them in others. Although it's no 
longer 1957, the mainstream 
media continues to define a 
young woman's sexuality as not a 
natural part of her evolving iden-
tity, but as something "precious," 
borne of virtue that separates her 
from the baser needs of her 
penis-toting peers. 
So we have the Britney Spears 
solution: to avoid sexual inter-
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course on the basis of moral 
goodness and purity, but to 
derive power and pleasure from 
the display of a sexually inviting 
but unavailable body. This is the 
legacy of Girl Power in 2002: the 
choice to be sexy at any cost, the 
choice to adopt an outdated 
moral code, the choice to do 
exactly what society tells you to. 
Get thee to a shopping centre. 
And pick up a tube top while 
you're there. 
Think of a teenage girl's sexu-
ality as her "brand," and partici-
pation in the sex act as the "prod-
uct." We all know how much 
marketers love brand recogni-
tion. It's the promise that the 
brand provides, and the truly 
modern advertiser knows that 
whether the product actually 
fufills the promise is, in many 
cases, irrelevant. What Candies 
and CosmoGIRL! tell girls is to 
increase their sexual capital by 
building the brand and generat-
ing enthusiasm for the ultimate-
ly withheld product. "Keep that 
nasty vagina under wraps ladies, 
but buy the very prettiest wrap-
ping that you can. And for your 
convenience, we just happen to 
sell that wrapping right here!" 
We all want to protect our 
daughters, and hope they make 
good choices. But I'm more 
afraid of what they learn from 
groups like the Candie's 
Foundation than what they learn 
in the backseat of a car. I learned 
plenty by having sex as a teen-
and sure, a lot of it was painful-
but at least I learned good les-
sons, and built some knowledge 
and self-awareness. I couldn't 
pick that up from a goddamn 
shoe company. So here's a new 
message for a T-shirt: "Ignore all 
this stupid media crap that tells 
you what's sexy-it doesn't mat-
ter. What does matter is your 
choice to dictate how, why, when 
and with whom you have sex. 
Make sure that you both enjoy it, 
and for cripes sake make sure 
that you and your partner are 
organized enough not to get 
knocked up by mistake." But 
that's probably way too much 
information to put on a T-shirt. 
Tara Reid would never be able to 
carry that logo across her tiny 
ribcage. 
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I have always wanted to live in Halifax. Well, to be 
honest, I had always wanted to live in Calgary, but then 
something happened to change my mind. I went to 
Calgary. Since that experience I have always wanted to 
live in Halifax. Why Halifax? Theoretically, I suppose it 
is a combination of factors, although nothing especially 
tangible or logical. I have no family in Halifax, no friends 
in Halifax, no long lost love or promising career oppor-
tunity in Halifax. I have never been to Halifax; in fact I 
don't think I even know anybody who has ever been to 
Halifax. 
I have done little in the way of research; I have only a 
vague romantic perception of quaint fishing villages and 
taverns housing colourful, windblown locals sharing a 
well-earned drink and embellished stories. 
Perhaps it was the music of Halifax that first attracted 
my attention. So many of the Canadian musicians I 
admire seem to hail from this mysterious region. Perhaps 
it is simply the distance between the city in question and 
myself that intrigues me. Not merely the geographical 
distance but the cultural distance that separates my 
youth on the prairies of Manitoba and Saskatchewan 
from that of those raised in the Atlantic provinces. I real-
ize of course that these days the people living in Nova 
Scotia, or New Brunswick, or Newfoundland are essen-
tially no different then the people living in Ontario, or 
Alberta, or British Columbia; in the sense that they go to 
school, they go to work, they borrow money for RRSPs, 
they watch Friends repeats, and they forget to buy mill{. 
HalifaH or Bust 
Amanda Aikman 
OP Contributor 
It's not that I think life on the East Coast is one big 
happy CBC mini-series. Intellectually, I understand that 
the people of these provinces are just plain old Canadians 
like me, that they are not all brooding, seafaring carica-
tures out of the pages of an Alistair Macleod novel. There 
is still a part of me though, that wants to buy into the 
stereotype. I want to go to the East Coast and have it be 
everything I envision, pit ponies and all. 
The question then, is why haven't I? I lived in 
Winnipeg until I was twenty-three years old, and now at 
twenty-eight I find myself living in Vancouver. I admit I 
have never been very good with directions, but even I can 
see that this is certainly not the most efficient route to 
Nova Scotia. 
The best theory I can come up with to explain this is 
linked closely to a favourite movie of mine. The movie is 
Barton Fink, it is the story of the tide character, a trou-
bled writer, who leaves a successful career as a playwright 
in New York to make it big in Hollywood "writing for 
the pictures". In the hotel where he is living there is a 
painting on the wall. The painting is of a woman from 
behind sitting on a beach looking into the sky, shielding 
her eyes from the sun. As Barton's illusions of life in 
Hollywood begin to crumble, he focuses on this por-
trait-a symbol of sanity and hope in a seemingly insane 
and hopeless world. By the end of the film he has lost 
everything: the job, the girl, the dream. Or has he? He 
finds himself walking on the beach, disheveled and dis-
traught. But as he falls to the ground a woman comes 
into the frame. She sits on the sand in front of him and 
lifts her hand to her face to block the sun. Suddenly 
Barton is there in the painting, or so it would seem. Just 
as he appears to regain the clarity and humanity he pos-
sessed at the beginning of the story, the sound of what 
can only be described as a bird dying is heard. On the far 
right hand side of the frame, a dead bird falls to the sand 
and the film ends. 
I suppose there is a part of me that is afraid of finally 
going to Halifax and having the bird die. As it stands 
now, I can enjoy my life in British Columbia, I can go 
about my business and when things don't go so well, I 
can imagine a place so far from where my troubles are 
that surely they could not follow me there. A place where 
people wear hand-knit fishermen's sweaters, smoke pipes 
and drink too much, while singing sea shanties at the top 
of their lungs. I can dream of coal mines and lighthous-
es, and of bitter storms pounding rocky cliffs, of lobster 
traps, and of red-headed children with Celtic accents. If 
I were to actually go to this place and it was not the great 
Atlantic placebo that I have made it out to be, what 
would I have left to comfort myself with? Perhaps there 
is a reason why I have made Halifax my dream destina-
tion, and for that reason I think it should remain a des-
tination I seek only in my dreams. After all, at one point, 
Calgary was the painting on my wall. Once I actually 
spent some time in that city I realized it was not at all the 
place that I had wanted it to be. Calgary-seriously, what 
was I thinking? 
Funk:y Festiual Showcases 
Rrtrageous Youth 
Celebrate art from the traditional to the bizarre, and get in 
touch with your inner muse, all for free at New Westminster's 
first Yam Jam Youth Arts Festival September 13 and 14 at 
Mercer Stadium (6th St. & lOth Ave.). 
Yam Jam, which stands for Youth Arts Movement, promises to 
be a dynamic event. Local youth will showcase their artistic tal-
ents from music and performing arts to visual and fine arts, as 
well as literary and media arts. 
"We're pumped! This is going to be an awesome display of tal-
ent and culture," says Robin Nichol, Festival Producer. "We've 
worked closely with a lot of talented young people in our com-
munity, and the result is a unique, hands-on event that will 
allow youth and other members of the community to come 
together and really share and experience different forms of 
visual and performing arts." 
A series of free workshops will be featured at the festival . Led 
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by professional artists and teens, participants will get instruc-
tion in poetry writing, jewelry making, improv theatre, break-
dancing and graffiti art. 
Artists' to6ls will al$o get attenciqn. Local bo ing business, 
Identity, will run a skateboard inalntenance wo~kshop, and if 
your snare <irum needs repair, bring it to the Drumming Clinic 
led by Pearl Drutn.S BC Representative, Frank Johnson. 
In addition, music and art jam tents will be on-site for those 
who are suddenly inspired to create, so bring your instruments 
or favourite paintbrush. 
Organizers hope this hands-on approach will take the experi-
ence of an to the next level. 
"Instead of just coming to see, you'll actually be coming to cre-
ate; it's a unique experience, " says NichoL " And if you just 
want to take it all in, you'll have lots of opportunity with the 
two live stages, one showcasing bands and the other, a studio 
stage for solo musicians, theatre, dance and performance poet-
ry." 
Sunlikestar will kick-off the main stage concerts, with local 
bands Dysfunctional, Exit 104, Colin Wesley, Halitosis, 
Freedom to Oppress, Naughty Wallace, and Dirty Rotten 
Scoundrels performing over the two-day event. 
Yam Jam runs from 6:00 to 11:00 p.m. on September 13 and 
12 noon to 11:00 p.m. on September 14. There is no admis-
sion charge and all demonstrations and performances are free. 
All schedules can be found at the web site, www.yamjam.org. 
Yam Jam is sponsored by the Arts Council of New 
Westminster, the Vancouver Foundation and the New 
Westminster Arts Endowment Fund. For more information 
about Yam Jam contact the Arts Council Office at 604-525-
3244 or check out the web site at www.yamjam.org. 
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Editorial Cartoon 
J.J. McCullough 
OP Cartoonist 
Commemorative Osama Bin Laden 
Voodoo Doll 
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Dea'" M anba"s, 
Step one: 
Cut out along 
dotted line. 
Step two: 
Remember the 
3000 victims 
of September 11. 
Step three: 
Abuse as 
desired. 
Welcomeba:k to Douglas College. As a Douglas&ude"tt, 
you' re a.Jtorn<ii call y a rnanba" of the Douglas Stude"tts' 
Union-Local18 of theCa1a:li<11 Fooeraion of Stude"tts. Your 
danocraically controlloo Students' Union works on issues 
you cae ct>out <11d provides savi ces you' II find useful. 
These savi ces i nd ude a usOO book store, where you CCI\ sell 
your old texts Cl1d find new (to you) ones a rooucaj co&s. 
Clldfa&-trax tr<11sit di&:OUnt &ickerswhich a low you to use a 
one-zone monthly tr<11si t pass in a I three zones. Additi ona I y, 
be sure to pick up your free rnanba"s' haldbook <r1d day 
pl<11ner, which contansuseful inforrnction, a1d saves as a 
gra:t pla:eto tra:k your homework Cl1d oocia life. Your 
haldbook a so contans your free Studentsaver diocount cad, 
which will provide you with savings a hundroosof 
busi 1"1€5935 in the Gra:ier ValCOUver c:rea 
This yea'", stude"tts wi II continue to fight Gordon Ccrnpbell' s 
Liba"a governinerlt's <Ita:!<. on a:cessibleooucaion. At 
Douglas College, theseata:ks have resultoo in the 
CCilcellaion of the Hc:bita Restorction Progrc:rn, <r1d the 
dosure of the Thoma> HCile'f Ccrnpus. Ch<11Qes to the 
&udent fi0<11cia assista1eeprogrc:rn havememt higher 
&ude"tt debt locDs ald femer opportunities for on-canpus 
anpl oyment. Stude"tts a so fa:e a 30 percent tuition fee 
increa:;e, a$400.00peryea'" hikeforfull time&ude"tts. 
By working together, stude"tts can Effect ch<11Q8 in 
government policies. In ren:nt yea'"S. students have securoo 
tuition feefreezesa1droouctions, improvEments in stude"tt 
fina1cia assi&<r1ooa1d gra:ter pc:rticipciion in College 
decision-mci<ing. Over the coming yea'", this work will 
continue. We urge you to get more involvoo in your Union 
a1djoin thecanpagn for a:cessibleooucetion. 
In soli dc:ri ty, 
The Douglas Stude"tts' Union Representaive Committee 
Douglas Students' Union 
Canadian Federation of Students Local 18 
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The Third Degree 
Eileen Uelthuis 
OP Contributor 
Due to the timing of this publication, we decided to ask DC stu-
dents if their lives have changed at all since the tragic events of 
September 11 . 
"I haven't noticed too much of a change." 
Ben 
"I think I'm more aware of American consumerism and con-
sumerism in general." 
Jennifer 
"Not particularly, but I am more aware of what's going on 
now." 
Dave 
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I nteruiew with resident OJ Physik 
Kerry Euans 
Culture Editor 
W'ett Barr was a successfUl nightclub; tk you think that 
Atlantis will remain as popular? 
I diink Atlantis has the potential to become even more 
popular than Wert Barr. Whenever you have a new owner 
who is enthusiastic and willing to listen to input, other than 
his own, things can only get better. The owner is not afraid to 
try different things until he finds the right mixture of ele-
ments to make a good clubbing atmosphere. 
What makes Atlantis stand out from other clubs? 
The first thing that helps Atlantis stand out is the size. Just 
the openness of the club makes it look even bigger than it 
actually is. There's also a lot of attention paid to small derails. 
Like the new glass front to the building, the moving light sys-
tem, the new hardwood floors, the fibre optic lights in the 
floor etc. 
On Friday nights, Atlantis only admits people 21 and over. 
Do you think this will encourage new clientele or offend 
younger club goersf 
I think it will do a bit of both. They're not too strict on the 
age requirement. I believe management made this change to 
try to eliminate some of the younger "water-drinking" clien-
tele that might not have as much money to spend. I mean, it 
is still a business, and a business is about maximizing profits. 
There are a lot people I know that used to be into the club-
bing scene years ago, when I first started out, who have 
stopped parrying because they feel too old in today's younger 
crowds. I think this change will be a calling to older party-
goers who may have been on temporary "early retirements". 
Plus, with the addition of a lot more "old school" in our 
music, we are trying to re-create the party scene of the 80's 
and 90's. 
Younger clientele may be offended at first, but there are so 
many other urban Friday nights, that they won't have to look 
long before finding a party. However, again, the age require-
ment is not that strict, so it really shouldn't make much of a 
difference. If anything, it might just eliminate those that were 
underage to begin with. 
Friday nights are International Gold Fridays, can you tell 
more about what the night offers? 
International Gold is our newest instalment of 
International Fridays. We've been doing International Fridays 
at Wert Bar for three years, and with the change of the club's 
name, came a slight change to our night's name. We (Gman 
& Rizk Promotions, and all the DJs) feel that the night has 
been changed for the better, so we decided to add some "gold" 
to the night. There's a slight dress code being invoked, in 
order to class-up the night a bit. We've expanded the genres 
of music as well. Instead of just playing the same urban music 
that everyone's used to hearing, we're also bringing our the 
hits of the past. Anything from 70's, 80's, and 90's is fair 
game, and you never know how far back we're going to dig. 
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Just trying to do something a little different, and positive. 
Create a little buzz with something new. Music plays a big 
part in the success of a nightclub. 
What are you ~king to ensure the club is included in the best 
of the best? 
I've worked at Mars, Wert Bar, and Atlantis for the past 8 
years, and I've seen a lot of changes happen. Everything from 
the way people dress to different styles of music becoming 
popular. I always try to use my musical knowledge to do 
something a little different when I DJ. To be able to do some-
thing that sets me apart from everyone else. Whether it's play-
ing more old school, more reggae, more disco, more R&B, 
more underground, more hip-hop, etc. I always try to be cre-
ative. I'm the resident DJ at International Gold Fridays, but 
I'm always teamed up with a guest DJ as well, to add some 
different flavours. Some guest DJs are local and well-known 
in the community (Seanski/Kemo/Wax/P-Love/Flipout/ 
Trech/Goodfellas) and some are from out of town (Baby 
Blue/Earthquake/Majesse/Dr. Shock/Ebony & lvory/Srartin 
from Skratch/Chris & Ken-bo/etc). Gman and Rizk have 
always been known for bringing some of the best DJs from 
around the world. This combination always keeps things fresh 
with the guest DJ, yet familiar, with me being the resident. So 
there's always something for everyone at International Gold. 
Intriguing One Hour Photo Ends 
up Underdeueloped 
Carla Elm 
OP Contributor 
Since inception of the photograph, debate has raged on the nature of photographic representation. In 
his 1982 book Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes asserts that the photograph represents "a reality one can 
no longer touch" . In the film One Hour Photo director and screenwriter Mark Romanek takes the argu-
ment one step further. He reveals a reality that the main character has never touched and desperately 
longs to be a part of. Robin Williams plays Sy Parrish, an exacting one-hour photo technician with a 
demeanor as monochromatic as his antiseptic surroundings. His reverence lies in calibrating photo 
machinery and developing images to ensure his customers at SavMart receive perfect documents of life 
events. Precision is everything to Sy, right down to the way he slurps his fast food cola through a straw. 
The main object ofSy's affection is the Yorkon family, Nina (Connie Nieslen), Will (Michael Vartan) 
and son Jake (Dylan Smith), long-time customers. Sy's devotion takes an eerie turn when he starts to 
overindulge fantasies of his importance in their lives. The fine line dividing personal and professional 
blurs as he attempts to assert his significance, stalking the mother through the mall and showing up at 
Jake's soccer game, like an affable uncle. Sy narrates early on, "No one ever rakes a photograph of some-
thing they want to forget". Sy's delving into his customer's lives begins to reveal a dangerous, anguished 
reality best left hidden. 
Williams offers a quirky, restrained performance that begs for release. We want to imagine Sy as being 
capable of cathartic violence but perhaps Williams' deep immersion in our psyche as funny-man hinders 
the threat. 
Motivations are barely revealed throughout this film. Why is Sy such a social loner? What is the cause 
of the marital tension between Nina and Will? Undertones of child abuse and hints at repressed aggres-
sion further confuse. At one point Sy shouts in frustration, "What's wrong with these people!" Our 
thoughts exactly. What starts out as an intriguing thriller that explores the power of the image sadly ends 
up as two-dimensional as a 5 by 7. Perhaps Romanek, best known for his three-minute music videos, 
needed to look beyond the image, and explore his character's deepest pains and fears more fully. 
What does survive after the credits have rolled is that the brutality of betrayal is complex and annihi-
lating. And that it rarely finds a spot in the family photo album. 
One Hour Photo is now playing at Fifth Avenue Cinemas at 4:45, 7:30 and 9:50, with matinees Sat.-
Mon. at 2:15. Check out the film's stylized website at: http:/ /www2.foxsearchlighr.com/onehourphoto. 
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What's on Rround Town This Weel< 
Kerry Euans 
Culture Editor 
Douglas College Events 
Douglas College Student Union is putting on 
a Pub Night with live bands and cheap bever-
ages this Thursday September 12th from 
4p.m. - 12a.m. in the New West Campus 
upper lounge Gf the Student Union building. 
Noon at New West, put on by the Douglas 
College Music Department presents Tempest 
Winds this Thursday September 12th, . 
Amelia Douglas Gallery 
Greenlinks 2002: Special Places, presented by 
the Institute of Urban Ecology. Reception and 
awards ceremony on September 11th, 4-Sp.m. 
in the gallery. 
Gallery Events 
Emily Carr, Jack Shad bolt; Heart of Darkness. 
You are invited to attend the ongoing exhibit 
of a collection by these two Canadian artists at 
the Evergreen Cultural Centre. 
Mark Ruwedel: Written on the Land. 
Ongoing through to October 20th, a photog-
rapher and master printer, Mark opened his 
exhibition for your viewing this past weekend. 
AIBC presents the Architect as Artist exhibit 
at the Architecture Centre Gallery. The admis-
Rrea:2 
Heather Barnes 
OP Contributor 
sion is free and the show runs until October 
11th. 
Havana is holding the Eastside Gothic mixed-
media show running September 1st- October 
3rd at 1212 Commercial Drive. 
Concerts 
Slayer, at the Pacific Coliseum on September 
13th at 6:30p.m. Tix available at Ticketmaster. 
Supertramp, at the Pacific Coliseum on 
September 16th and 17th where they will be 
performing new songs from their album Slow 
Motion. Tix at Ticketmaster. 
Musical Events 
Yuri Yunakov and the Bulgarian Gypsy 
Wedding Band, September 16th at 7p.m. The 
venue is Richards on Richards and you can 
pick up tickets ar the door. Your ticket will 
include a free Bulgarian dance lesson. 
Street Music, September 11-14th at high 
noon on Granville Street between Dunsmuir 
and Nelson. 
9th Annual In Harmony Music Festival. This 
is a charity fundraiser for Camp Kwomais fea-
turing local musicians between September 13-
Moby 
Moby's second run at his own festival had its last date at the Gorge Amphitheatre in George, 
Washington on August 16. This time around, the festival had bigger names such as Busta 
Rhymes, DJ Tiesto and David Bowie, as well as Dieselboy, the Avalanches, DJ Dan, DJ Tim 
Skinner, John Digweed, Ash, The Blue Man Group and, of course, Moby himsel£ 
DJ Tent 
Afrer a half-hour wait, Diesel boy started the festival off in the Playstation Dance Tent and had 
the crowd riled up right off the bat with his powerful drum and bass tunes. Fans received a 
delight when, prior to their set, the Blue Man Group danced their way through the tent. 
15th. You can get further information at 
www.inharmonymusicfest.org. 
Literary Events 
Women of Letters. A women-only writing 
group which meets the first and third 
Wednesday of each month, 7-9p.m. at 
Britannia Centre. 
Afternoon Tea of Verse. Weekly meetings on 
Thursdays from 2-4 PM at Havana for writers 
and poets. 
Theatre Events 
A Doll's House-now playing at Jericho Arts 
Centre until September 29th. Ticket info at 
www.unitedplayers.com or 604-224-8007. 
Murder At The Vicarage. An adaption of the 
novel by Agatha Christie. Playing at the Metro 
Theatre now through September 28th. To 
book tickets call604-266-7191. 
Tony 'n" Tina's Wedding. The mock wedding 
begins in the chapel at St. Andrews Wesley 
United Church and proceeds onward through 
the night. Runs Thursday- Saturday, 6:15-10 
p.m. Call 604-709-4122 for ticket informa-
tion. 
13th Annual Bard on the Beach. You can see 
this Shakespeare festival at Vanier Park until 
September 22nd. Call 604-739-0559 for 
more information. 
Miscellaneous Events 
Fringe Festival. Various venues on and around 
Granville Island, running until September 
15th. Check it out online at www.vancouver-
fringe.com or call the box office directly at 
604-257-0366. 
Comedy Review. See Kevin Foxx with guests, 
every Thursday, 9p.m. at the Media Club. 
Tickets can be purchased at the door. 
Le Cirque Eos. You can check out the Quebec 
circus troupe between September 12-29th at 
the PNE grounds. Information can be 
obtained from www.admission.com. 
Mad Skills Urban Exhibition, an all ages hip-
hop exhibition with competition, breakdanc-
ing, deejaying, etc. September 14th, 2-6p.m. 
at the UBC Student Recreation Centre. 
Information at www.boogiesmurfs.com. 
The Avalanches, a five-person ensemble from down under were scheduled next, but to the 
chagrin of many fans, failed to appear. Instead, DJ Dan skipped ahead with his act which began 
trance-like and melodic but worked its way into a danceable beat. 
The famed DJ Tiesto didn't even need to play his hits; the fans went nuts as soon as he took 
his position at the turntables. He played for a solid two hours before DJ Tim Skinner took over 
with his thumping rave anthems which lasted right into Moby's set on the main stage. John 
Digweed was to be the grand finale in the tent, but he too never showed. 
Main Stage 
Against the indescribable backdrop of the Columbia River Gorge, the skeletal main stage 
came alive first with the Blue Man Group (scheduled first was Ash, whose tour bus reportedly 
broke down). This vividly-painted group's act consisted of cover tunes, original scores and 
crowd-pleasing percussion performances all backed by wacky dancing. Certainly a fun start to 
the main stage events! 
Busta Rhymes took the stage next, with a surprisingly low contrast as one might imagine to 
the previous group. His act included impersonations of Frank Sinatra, Tom Jones, and, being 
the 25th anniversary of Elvis' death, some classics of the King's. Always present were the pre-
dictable passing-around of a bottle of rum and numerous references to ganja (much to the cha-
grin of police officers standing guard way up at the top of the hill). 
There was a considerable wait for David Bowie to take stage, but it was worth it: the man 
showed that after over 40 years in rock, he still can blow 15,000 people away! His new songs 
from Heathen were equally mixed by classics and bits of humour in between songs. Being the 
final date of the tour, he added "a little extra'' and played for a full two hours. 
Perhaps a second folly of this festival (the first being the poor attendance of certain acts) is 
that Moby came on after David Bowie. Even though it's his festival, poor Moby was eclipsed 
and most people were spent from Bowie's show. Even so, the lighting was spectacular for Moby's 
set which covered his entire career, from Everything is Wrong to 18. 
The Scene 
Moby's going to have a hard time explaining his vegan self, though, in regards to the vendors 
present at the festival. Among them, two seemed the least Moby-endorsed: Camel cigarettes 
sponsored a smoking lounge (why shut yourself in a shed when you have the whole fes tival 
grounds?) and among countless meat vendors, the "Killer Teriyaki Chicken" booth. How vegan 
- howMoby. 
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Interview with Mike Swartz, President of www. techvibes.com 
How did Techvibes get started? 
As a SFU project, called Geekrave. (www.geekrave.org) . Lindsay Smith is now the CEO who runs 
Techvibes. She was one of the SFU students involved in the geekrave project. It started off in the class-
room as a brainstorming session as a marketing concept. One guy suggested putting on a rave for geeks 
and they ran with it. That project had five big events, all tech crowds, every 4-5 months. It wrapped 
up about 18 months ago during the "tech bust." 
Over the past few months you have gotten a lot of high profile guests attending your event, such as 
Gordon Campbell and Alan Rock. How do you get those types of attendees? 
It's all sales: Cold calling, contacts, following up, and networking . We have also been making key con-
tacts in the government and with high profile organizations. 
Why are people networking more so now, than in the past? 
I don't necessarily think that people are networking more than before. There has always been a need 
to network, even when the DotCom world was big and everyone had money, people were still net-
working. I don't think that it takes a downward economy to get people to realize that they need to be 
networking. It's always there, I think it's just a matter of sales and marketing, how you get the word 
out, how you target the tech market, and how to make the events exciting enough that they want to 
come back. If you come up with that conclusion for any industry, there is always a need to socialize. 
Jason and Kerry 
culture 
the other press 
the President 
How successfu( are the people attending your events and using the Techvibes website in making strong 
contacts? 
On the website it's easy to track what contacts people are making through lead generation pages. There 
are approximately 300-500 unique visitors to each sponsor per month through various links. Based on 
that, the average customer can get 20-30 hot leads. People are getting really excited about the success 
Techvibes is creating. In terms of the event, people are thrilled with the amount of business cards they 
are receiving and exchanging. It's mostly word of mouth. The general feedback has been that people 
are happy with the quality of the crowd-hi-tech and professional. It's a money crowd brought in 
through direct marketing to the key executives in high-end tech companies. 
What are the present and long-term goals ofTechvibes? 
We plan on going national in the next 12 months. We just launched in Calgary and it's testing really 
well. At the opening event, there were 150 people, which was bigger than the opening event in 
Vancouver. It's going to be a national networking platform so you're going to be having people online 
networking in different cities. There will still be the monthly events and representatives from various 
cities. The events will be interactive, so the Calgary event can watch the Vancouver event online. Wave 
hello Vancouver! 
Mike and Lindsay 
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CD Reuiews 
Reuiewer: Justin Ray 
TrikTurner 
Album: Trik Turner 
Want to break stuff? If so, you might want to check out 
Trik Turner's self-titled debut, the latest entry into the hip-
hop-meets-hard-rock genre. Trik Turner is a diverse record 
with obvious influences from Red Hot Chili Peppers, Rage 
Against The Machine, and of course, Limp Bizkit. One 
track, "Friends and Family", sounds like a duet between 
Snow and Everlast. 
While Fred Durst may have the definitive voice of this 
explosive genre, MCs David Bowers and Doug Moore have 
all the skills without the whine. The combination holds its 
own against any strictly rap act. However, the lyrical content 
is a far cry from the debauchery found in most commercial 
hip-hop. Or as David says, "We're not what I call ABC lyri-
cists, talking about bitches and blunts." 
Trik Turner lacks nothing in vocal ability, but sometimes 
the supporting music seems to be an afterthought. Although 
the band attempts to "blend" two styles, many tracks seem 
to be distinctly one or the other. When they stick mainly to 
hip-hop stylings, Trik Turner is striking. But in songs like 
"New York Groove", the heavy edge seems painfully forced. 
Most guitar riffs are instantly recognizable or bland metal 
rehash. Occasionally, though, the rap-rock formula works 
very well, and "Black Sheep" is a prime example. 
This mixed bag of "Triks" suffers from uninspired music, 
but wins big points for its high energy and competent 
vocals. If you're interested in the future of the hip-hop-rock 
genre, you should give this CD a turn. 
Nathan Wiley 
Album: Bottom Dollar 
Riding in the back seat of my dad's Chevy Caprice 
Classic, fondly tapping my fingers in time to the likes of 
Neil Young, Gordon Lightfoot or Bob Dylan. This is the 
kind of memory Bottom Dollar elicits. Forget all compar-
isons to Tom Waits or Ron Sexsmith. Wiley is relevant to 
this generation, and Bottom Dollar's alternative-roots sound 
is a successful compromise between classic roots song writ-
ing and modern production savvy. 
If you haven't heard of Nathan Wiley before, you might 
want to take note. The twenty five-year old from Prince 
Edward Island recently won CBC's "Big Break" contest, and 
is garnering critical acclaim for Bottom Dollar. His song 
writing deserves the comparisons mentioned, and he gets 
extra credit for his work ethic: Wiley wrote, arranged, pro-
duced and recorded all songs, and played a variety of instru-
ments including lapsteel guitar, organ and drums. Wiley 
also embraces his surfabilly influences on this record, and 
the twangy sounds compliment his dreamy, atmospheric 
VOICe. 
Bottom Dollar is laid-back yet sophisticated, and is a great 
new record for those getting old enough to appreciate their 
parents' music ... or at least the good stuff. 
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Techuibes 
Kerry Euans 
Culture Editor 
What? Techvibes Networking Mixer 
When? August 20th, 2002- 5:30-8:30 PM 
Where? Urban Well Downtown 
Why? www.techvibes.com offers a monthly 
event for the tech industry to network 
and talk amongst themselves. 
At 5:30, a line-up starts outside the Urban Well. 
Guests have signed up for the event online and begin 
checking in and getting nametags. There is full staff; 
door greeters, bartenders, coat check, and servers. 
The Techvibes staffers and volunteers buzz around 
the three rooms and outdoor patio ensuring every-
thing is going smoothly. Sponsors set up and 
approach attendees as they enter the door. With my 
glass of wine, I wander the room for photo opportu-
nities for my review, but am frequently stopped by 
other guests to network. 
The quality of the guests is really amazing. They 
are from all walks of the tech spectrum. No one is 
shy or pushy. The mood is electric with the possibil-
ity of new contacts and job opportunities. Volunteer 
Jason Wong joins me in the crowd of networkers 
and we approach groups of people as an informal 
team. Introductions are made and our individual job 
interests, education, and current standing are traded. 
At the end of the day, I walk away with nine busi-
ness cards, an offer to design a newsletter for a com-
pany, offers from people to trade review copy for free 
tickets to events, and my own review of the event. 
Not bad for a few hours of"work." 1 would recom-
mend this event to people in any industry. I suggest 
you log onto the website to find out what the buzz 
is all about. Make sure you mark yourself down as an 
attendee for the event scheduled for September 
17th. 
\ " It 
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Suen Bellamy 
Features Editor 
Another summer has come and 
gone; too quickly perhaps. Summers 
seem to go by faster each year. Now 
it's time to buckle down, and attend 
classes-attempt to look interested. 
Over the summer your anony-
mous school ..,..paper has been 
wrestling (did you notice the sumo 
suits?) with ideas on how to include 
you, as a Douglas College student, 
in your student paper. Well, we 
haven't finished the debate yet, but 
as the features editor, I thought a 
feature welcoming you was a good 
start-so welcome back to all 
returning students, and welcome to 
all you new students. 
This article is probably more for 
you if it is i ' •u first semester at 
Douglas, because it will focus on 
some different aspects of the school. 
I wish I had such a considerate fea-
tures editor back during my first 
semester (patting self on back). If 
you are attending Douglas at either 
the David Lam or Thomas Haney 
campuses, please accept my apolo-
gies for the New Westedness of this 
article (I would be happy to accept 
submissions from you, and we are 
still looking for a Coquidam corre-
spondent). 
The Physical Structure 
Douglas is a well-organized col-
lege. I would like to take you on a 
quick mental tour. Hopefully as you 
walk through the building, you will 
notice some of the places mentioned 
here. Let's start by sranding in the 
main concourse facing the security 
booth and the fourth floor catwalk 
(we can leave our cats at home). In 
the concourse you will find access to 
the bank machine, the regisuation 
office, the cafeteria, and a lot of 
stairs. There are lots of stairs in this 
school-you can sell your 
SrairMaster now. OK, keep looking 
up and two large labels are readily 
apparent: North on one side, and 
South on the other. The college is 
divided into these two blocks-
remember this for later. 
The South 
In the South building are the 
offices, classrooms, and labs for the 
physical sciences and quantitative 
studies. There are also offices of the 
humanities and modern languages 
along with classroom language labs 
for accompanying language cours-
es-that's just the third floor. 
One floor down, on level two 
(also known as the concourse level), 
the offices for the department of 
psychiatric nursing, nursing, and 
dental programs are located along 
with the learning center and finan-
cial assisrance office. Just to the right 
of where I had you initially standing 
in the concourse, the admissions 
office and cashier are located. 
Admissions is also where the aca-
demic advisors are located. Not a 
bad place to stop if you are nor quire 
Sven Bellamy Section Editor 
features2002@netscape.net 
sure about what you want to declare 
as a major field of study (I was never 
one to want to study fields). 
Jumping back up to level four. 
Along with the First Nations office 
and the Women's Centre, you will 
find the Student Services office, 
which houses the Student Employee 
Centre, the Career Resource Centre, 
and the Centre for Students with 
Disabilities. All of the higher admin-
istration exists up there as well-the 
top of Mount Olympus. 
The North 
Now, shift your gaze to the North. 
This side of the college houses the 
departments for the arts. English lit-
erature, creative writing, communi-
to 
2281 
cations, music and theatre all share 
relatively close space on the third 
floor. The offices for business 
administration, social sciences (psy-
chology, geography and sociology, to 
name a few) are also located on this 
level. 
Moving up to the fourth floor 
now, we can find the offices for ESL 
and DVST programs. The fourth 
floor also houses the Amelia 
Douglas Art Gallery and the offices 
for international studies and the 
Douglas College Foundation. There 
is also a large theatre for music pre-
sentations and a smaller theatre for 
drama productions (I realize as a 
write this that I am our of touch 
with the arts scene at the college-
note to self: see more school produc-
tions). The fourth floor also pro-
vides access to your Student Union 
building. Back on the concourse 
level, you will find the library and 
computer labs. 
I' 
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The Bookstore Level 
Let's skip now to the bookstore 
level (ok, maybe nor skip). This is 
level one of the college. It is nor 
divided the same way as the upper 
three levels, so let's use the bookstore 
as a dividing marker. To the south of 
the bookstore are classrooms and 
lecture halls, used mostly by 
Business, Print Futures, apd 
Nursing students. Towards the back 
of the college (the East side, if you 
like) on the first level is the mail-
roam; and next door to the mail-
roam, the office of the Other Press. 
The building to the left of the 
bookstore, the North side, houses 
the athletics and coaching programs, 
gym and weightroom facilities (and 
• N 
I have never actually found them, 
bur I hope, showers). Deep in the 
back, the North-East corner of the 
first level is the Douglas College 
print shop where all the program 
brochures and information booklets 
are brought to life. 
On this North side of the first 
level are more small classrooms and 
offices, as well as lower access to two 
small lecture halls Qean Chretien 
gave a campaign speech to Nursing 
students in one of these small lecture 
halls in 1993. Representing the OP, 
I proudly asked if he would provide 
more money for health care and 
education, and if he would consider 
reducing the size of the Canadian 
senate "ro trim some far." Yikes, did 
I just dare myself?) 
There is also a nice little cafe on 
this level of the college. It is located 
just North of the bookstore. It is 
small, usually quiet, and yet this 
year, unfortunately, I have not seen 
it open (do I smell a news story?). 
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The Dungeon 
Ah yes, every institution has a 
dungeon. Located in the bowels of 
the college, cramped nicely between 
the parking garage and the South 
side of level one, are some small 
classrooms and access to the college's 
large lecture theatre. This area of the 
college also houses systems support 
for the college's computer network. 
A Note on Room Numbers 
Well that's it, a rough, whirlwind, 
mental tour of Douglas College. 
Although, I skipped our on the 
smaller details, perhaps it is worth 
mentioning something of the way 
classrooms are numbered. I see peo-
ple unfamiliar with the layout of the 
college wandering lost in its many 
passages looking despairingly for 
some seemingly non-existent class-
room number. This is how the num-
bering system works: All even num-
bers are located towards the 
Southern side of the college; the odd 
numbers towards the Northern side. 
The first number indicates the level 
the room is located on (no breaking 
with convention there). 
As an example, room 3343, is 
located on the third level of the col-
lege on the Northern side. Room 
1808 is located on the first level of 
the college on the Southern side. If 
you already knew this little piece of 
trivia, I commend you, bur as I 
mentioned, there have been many 
poor souls who didn't find their way 
to class because of this numbering 
system. 
Some College Organizations 
Within any college, there are sev-
eral important organizations, which 
I feel are worth mentioning here. 
Perhaps you figure, "oh, it's just 
school; I want to show up, do my 
assignments, and get out." It's sad 
really, but many students choose this 
road. Consider getting involved in 
something during this rime at 
Douglas. Make it a better place 
(Okay, I'm finished my lecture). 
What follows are a few organizations 
that I am aware of, bur many more 
exist. 
The DSU 
The Douglas College Students' 
Union-Local 18 is parr of the 
Canadian Federation of Students, 
and serves to better the experience of 
students at the school. Some are 
activists in other parts of society, bur 
all contribute rime and energy into 
ensuring education is affordable and 
accessible to all people. The DSU 
website is located at the following 
address: www. douglass ru-
dentsunion.ca 
Look for a feature article later this 
month on the DSU. The office is on 
the second floor of the Student 
Union building, which is located at 
the back of the college, and is easily 
accessible by the rear entrance of the 
fourth floor, just past the Amelia 
Douglas Art Gallery. Accessing this 
building in the way just described, 
places you just outside of the 
Union's Marker (pick-up a fast-trax 
transit sticker, transit passes and 
schedules, consign your used text-
books, rent lockers). There are also 
two pool tables, a few arcade games 
and a collection of tables for meet-
ings. Nor a bad place to study if you 
like background ambiance. 
The Language Partner Program 
This program is set up to assist 
ESL students with learning English, 
and learning about Canadian cul-
ture. It also makes for terrific volun-
teer rime and offers a chance to learn 
about another culture. I have prom-
ised Gail Johnson a feature article in 
coming weeks, so please stay tuned. 
If travel and culture interests you, 
and you like working with people, 
this is a great opportunity to get 
involved in your college. There is an 
application and screening process, 
which can be starred by approaching 
the staff at the ESL department, 
located in room 4232. If you prefer 
ro call ahead for more information 
you can call604-527-5569. 
Centre for Sport Recreation & 
Wellness 
The CSRW offers programs, 
which allow the students at Douglas 
College to become active while pur-
suing studies. Forming healthy 
lifestyle habits can be starred any 
rime, bur the sooner the better. The 
CSRW offers programs such as 
intramural sports, yoga, martial arts, 
and now belly dancing (yeah, like 
I'm going to expose my belly-Does 
high-albedo mean anything to 
you?). If you are interested in down-
loading their program guide, use the 
following address, and download the 
pdf file: http:/ /www.douglas.bc.ca/ 
csrw/recrearion.hrm. 
the O ther Press 
My colleagues would never for-
give me if I failed to mention the 
school paper. As a collective, we are 
hoping ro recruit a whole group of 
new and aspiring writers into our 
ranks. As I write this, we are cur-
rently scouring for a sports editor, a 
photographer, as well as several assis-
tant positions. If you are interested, 
even just a little curious, we would 
like to leave you with an open invi-
tation to drop by one of our meet-
ings, held every Thursday from 6 ro 
6:45pm; we always meet just before 
6pm in room 1020 at the New West 
campus. Alternatively you are wel-
come to drop by room 1020 any-
time. If there is someone in the 
office, please come in, the door will 
be open for you. Feel welcome ro 
visit our website as well: http://oth-
erpress.douglas.bc.ca. 
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Schedule 
Stud 
by Tom Mellish 
OP Contributor 
If you want to be a kick-ass student, you have 
to work the equivalent of a forty-hour, nine-to-
five grind. A full course load should be a daily 
eight-hour endeavour. For all those students 
stuck on the fronclines without a plan, this 
schedule's for you. 
Putting good study habits into practice is of 
course harder than it sounds. It's a matter of 
getting to your study space, and staying there 
all day. A next to impossible, Herculean task. 
Wherever you decide to study, a schedule is 
needed for you to organize your time more 
effectively so you'll have a better chance of 
achieving a higher Grade Point Average, or 
GPA. The best possible scenario will resemble 
something like this: 
8 AM: Wake up. Shower, get dressed and all 
that jazz. Eat breakfast, make lunch and take 
your smart drugs. The herbs Ginkgo Biloba and 
Panax Ginseng are recommended for mental 
alertness, and the herbs Kava Kava and St. 
John's Wort will help liberate your mindset 
from anxiety. Yerba mate stimulates the neuro 
receptors in the brain. Stir in a sprig of sage, 
rosemary, and skullcap. Add a pinch of 
Huperizia Serrata, Gotu Kola, and vitamin B6, 
which is vital for the body to stimulate neuro-
transmitters. These can all be found in the vita-
min section of any pharmacy, or health food 
store. 
9 AM: Establish a productive setting to study 
in. The actual study setting cannot be just any 
old place. Rare is it that anyone can actually 
study at home where a nap-inducing couch, or 
a mind-numbing TV is beckoning. Distraction 
is everywhere, and we students are creatures of 
erumpent curiosity. What is needed is some-
where that is static, the inviolably private place 
of a sanctum sanctorum, which will be present 
and uncluttered every day of a semester. An 
empty basement, with the heat turned off, a 
bright light and a little window, is a prime study 
area. The DC library is another option. It is 
close to classes, but it's not perfect: it has muf-
fled music on the north wall, with students 
conversing, and cell phones going off. But, if 
there is nowhere near as structured, the library 
is still a boon for the textbook inclined. 
When you arrive at the library, stake out a 
space, and take a seat in a cubicle. Those new to 
the DC library will discover that the main floor 
of the library is not a quiet area. Upstairs are 
cubicles for true study, where towards the back 
hang signs reading "Absolute Silence". There 
are also study rooms to further separate you 
from the morass of library socialization. 
When you're all set to do homework and 
study-do it. Do eight hours of studying each 
day, regardless of whether you get up at nine o' 
clock or twelve o' clock. Don't leave the cubicle 
except for classes or breaks. Memory retention 
requires studying one subject at a time, and rep-
etition over time. Stress and fatigue and a lack 
of interest are your enemies. Keep on target, set 
priorities. When you have a focus, a goal, it 
makes it easier to learn. You can concentrate 
more easily when you sit down to work if you 
have a place set aside specifically for reading 
and studying. Read at a time of day when you 
are most alert. Make sure your reading environ-
ment is the right temperature, as some get tired 
in a warm room. Take regular breaks: apparent-
ly the human brain's capacity to absorb infor-
mation will max-out every 2 hours. 
The rule of thumb by which one stays in the 
library is the same as staying in a workplace. 
Mter finishing homework, and studying-
there would be the process of "make-work''. 
Find things that need to be done. Read ahead. 
Go so far as to visit the instructor and find out 
what you need to do to get an A+. 
Avoid reading when you're full or hungry. 
Technically, one is not supposed to eat in the 
library, so snack. Coffee is a dead giveaway, but 
water or pop is cool. Keep it all in your bag 
because they do spot checks. 
If you read when you are tired, you are less 
likely to understand and retain the information. 
When cat napping in the library, hang onto 
your bag, or use it as a pillow. Make sure your 
wallet is on your person, in your pants pocket, 
or jacket pocket. There are thieves lurking in 
the aisles of books that won't think twice of lib-
erating you of your valuables. 
5 PM: Go home. If there is an evening class, 
the homework has already been done, so it's just 
a matter of attending the class. With this sched-
ule, of three, eight-hour segments, you end up 
with a total of eight hours for yourself. Beyond 
time management, studying is all habit. 
Conquering bad study habits takes only a day. 
Don't tell anyone that you are becoming a wun-
derkind. Not telling others that you are creating 
a study schedule is a great way of affecting 
change; if there are no expectations, then the 
burden falls on one's own shoulders. 
Exercise is great for keeping one's mind 
sharp. Nine out of ten kinetics majors recom-
mend getting out for a 40-minute walk or a 20-
minute jog, minimum, three times a week. 
Sticking to a schedule will free up time so 
that a social life can be possible. Or even just to 
free up time to go home and watch TV at the 
end of every day, knowing that a full day's work 
has been accomplished. It also means that when 
it comes time to study for an upcoming exam, 
evenings will be available for cramming-free 
and clear. 
12 PM: Be unconscious, hopefully at home 
in bed. Don't drink coffee or other stimulants 
in the evening or you'll be up all night. You 
need eight hours of sleep. Memory retention 
goes best along with plenty of sleep. 
Repetition is the sure-fire way to make some-
thing a habit as one's mind creates a pattern that 
eventually becomes second nature. If a day can 
be planned and executed, then it can be done 
on the second day, and then on the third. 
If you stick to the program of taking it, "one 
day at a time'\ there will be a pattern set in 
place, and the foundation of a daily routine will 
be lain. Beyond space, time management, and 
putting it into practice, there are still the actual 
studying techniques to learn. But that's for 
another article. 
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9 - 1 1 and Nothing 
Celebrate 
Suen Bellamy 
Features Editor 
Here we are, one year from the collapse of 
the twin rowers of the World Trade Center in 
New York. I will use the all-encompassing 
term 'we' because we were all affected in some 
way. The bombing of the World Trade Center 
will remain one of those events in our lifetimes 
where we remember where we were, and what 
we were doing when the event was disclosed. 
For myself, I was on my way to Douglas 
College. A friend of mine called ro tell me the 
rowers had collapsed. I was on the SkyTrain 
headed ro New Westminster Campus. I didn't 
believe the news. It must have been some 
ploy-a September 11 practical joke. 
Unfortunately, arriving at school, the entire 
college was in the same state of shock as 
myself. A television had been wheeled into the 
concourse and groups of students clung close-
ly rogether in groups, whispering darkly 
among themselves. Another television was 
waiting for me in class; the instructor, sharing 
our feelings of numbness, declared we would 
not be having a normal lecture-no kidding. 
It was difficult ro focus in class for at least a 
week following. 
But even now, reflecting back, I am still dis-
turbed that humanity is able to inflict such 
terrible acts of hatred. Unfortunately, the 
hatred has been allowed to continue, propa-
gated by a war, which involves issues much 
different than those which lead ro the use of 
civilian aircraft as missiles. 
At this time, one year after September 11, 
let's srop for a moment, exercise our critical 
thinking muscles and do some math. 
There are some important questions that 
beg ro be answered. However, all of the articles 
that are present in the mainstream media con-
vey the message that we are involved in a giant 
crusade against terrorism. In the words of my 
grandfather (a veteran of WWII)-"That 
message is Horse Shit, and my own ass hairs 
get knotted just thinking there are people who 
buy into that crap." 
Let's spend some time examining an alter-
nate perspective ro the mainstream media: 
What does an activist journalist from NYC 
have to say? 
Michelle Goldberg, who lives in NYC and 
submits regularly to Salon.com writes this 
interesting paragraph about a day at ground 
zero: 
''According to the New York Times, 3.6 mil-
lion people will visit ground zero this year. 
There's no longer much ro look at-the 
expanse where the twin rowers once srood is 
now just a vast construction site-but people 
keep coming, disgorged by tour buses that idle 
nearby. There are giddy high school students 
in foam Statue of Liberty hats, dour families 
squinting under visors that read "Ground 
Zero NYC," religious groups including, on a 
recent visit, a few dozen Jews for Jesus in 
matching fluorescent orange T-shirts, middle-
aged men staring intently into their cam-
corders and young guys strutting topless in the 
summer sun. Last Saturday one woman leaned 
into her husband and seemed, for a moment 
or two, to tear up, but mostly people seemed 
ro be enjoying themselves in the perfuncrory, 
listless way of tourists everywhere." 
In her article Goldberg goes on to describe 
how kiosks have formed a street market 
around the site, where vendors peddle sou-
venirs from the bombing-right down ro 
Osama bin Laden roilet paper, with catchy slo-
gans like, "wiping out terrorism." Goldberg 
seems ro emphasize her point that ground zero 
has become a sentimental landmark, some-
place ro get a picture taken and show off ro 
friends. 
A letter from a South American Activist 
The view from a North American perspec-
tive is only a very small part of this srory. 
People living in England, North Ireland, or 
any number of other countries around the 
world have ro deal with the threat of bomb-
ings everyday; Perhaps not bombings on such 
a grandiose level, but bombings nonetheless. 
What follows are some short excerpts from a 
letter, written by a student activist from 
Columbia, in South America: 
''As an activist from the Third World, I can 
understand how many in the developed world 
have reacted ro the events which rook place in 
Washington and New York, shock and horror, 
as horrible as it was. But my dear friends, this 
has been happening everyday in the third 
world, and in my Native Latin America. 
"It appears that the US corporate media has 
attempted ro distract these resistance move-
ments by creating an 'international' effort on 
what it calls 'terrorism.' Terrorism for the 
'powers that are,' may constitute anything 
which might threaten or disturb 'normal' busi-
ness life and activities. 
"Our heads are constantly being drummed 
about Osama bin Laden, except for this one 
fact: That the United States created him. 
"The US also paid and trained and armed a 
group of terrorists in Nicaragua in the 1980s 
ro fight the Sandinistas. The US killed over 
30, 000 civilians who supported them. Thirty 
thousand which most people in the developed 
world really don't know about. 
"There is no doubt whatsoever, that the US 
endorses terrorism, only if it's the US doing 
the terrorizing.'' 
The activist, Eduard Aruna, finishes the arti-
cle by summing up US activiry m 
Columbia-that is, US military aid ro back a 
despotic government, which has it's own list of 
human rights abuses. Aruna mentions a little 
about the US collaboration with Klaus Barbie, 
an infamous Nazi who spent several years hid-
ing out in Bolivia before being captured and 
sentenced to life in prison, where he finally 
died of cancer. 
And now a Word from Noam Chomsky 
Well, no article opposing the celebration of 
9/11 would be complete without hearing from 
a proper, academic authority. What follows are 
some excerpts taken from interviews with pro-
fessor Chomsky, both in print and from the 
radio, during the weeks and months following 
the NYC tragedy. 
Interviewer: The fall of the Berlin Wall did-
n't claim any victims, but it did profoundly 
change the geo-political scene. Do you think 
last week's attacks could have a similar effect? 
Chomsky: The events of September 11 are 
something quite new in world affairs, not in 
their scale and character, but in the target. For 
the US, this is the first time since the War of 
1812 that the national terrirory has been 
under attack, even threat. Many commenta-
rors have brought up a Pearl Harbor analogy, 
but that is quite misleading. On Dec 7, 194'1, 
military bases in the two colonies were 
attacked. Not the national terrirory, which was 
never threatened. During these years the US 
annihilated the indigenous population (mil-
lions of people), conquered half of Mexico, 
intervened violently in the surrounding 
region, conquered Hawaii and the Philippines 
(killing hundreds of thousands of Filipinos), 
and in the past half century particularly, 
extended its resort ro force through much of 
the world. The number of victims is colossal. 
For the fust time, the guns have been directed 
the other way. That is a dramatic change. 
Interviewer: "Intelligent Bombs" in Iraq, 
"humanitarian intervention" in Kosovo. The 
USA never used the word "war" to describe 
that. Now they are talking about war against a 
nameless enemy. Why? 
Chomsky: At first the US used the word 
"crusade," but it was quickly pointed out that 
if they hope ro enlist their allies in the Islamic 
world, that is a serious mistake, for obvious 
reasons. The rheroric therefore shifred to 
"war." The Gulf war of 1991 was called a war. 
The bombing of Serbia was called a "humani-
tarian intervention," by no means a novel 
usage. That was a standard description of 
European imperialist ventures in the 19th cen-
tury. To cite some more recent examples, the 
major recent scholarly work on "humanitarian 
intervention" cites three examples of "human-
itarian intervention" in the immediate pre-
World War II period: Japan's invasion of 
Manchuria, Mussolini's invasion of Ethiopia, 
and Hitler's takeover of the Sudetenland. The 
author of course is not suggesting that the 
term is apt; rather, that the crimes were 
to 
masked as "humanitarian." But the pretext of 
"humanitarian intervention" cannot be used 
in the normal way in the present case. So we 
are left with "war." 
To call it a war on terrorism, however, is sim-
ply more propaganda, unless the "war" really 
does target terrorism. But that is plainly not 
contemplated. Perhaps I may quote political 
scientist Michael Srohl: "We must recognize 
that by convention-and it must be empha-
sized--only by convention-great power use 
and the threat of the use of force is normally 
described as coercive diplomacy and not as a 
form of terrorism," though it commonly 
involves "the threat and ofren the use of vio-
lence for what would be described as terroris-
tic purposes were it not great powers who were 
pursuing the very same tactic," in accord with 
the literal meaning of the term. Under the cir-
cumstances that Western intellectual culture 
were willing to adopt the literal meaning, the 
war against terrorism would take quite a dif-
ferent form, along lines spelled out in exten-
sive detail in literature that does not enter the 
respectable canon. 
Putting a stop to the madness 
So there you go. On this (and every) 
September 11, please remember that themes-
sages conveyed through the media are at best 
an inaccurate truth. Srop and remember the 
people who lost their lives. But because so 
many people have lost their lives to hatred and 
violence, lets work rogether ro understand the 
roots of violence. It's time ro stop seeking 
revenge for something that could have been 
avoided. This September 11 offers each person 
in North America a chance ro bring about 
greater change than has ever been manifested, 
or even attempted-global compassion, 
understanding, acceptance, and peace. 
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Fear itself was an alert and artful predator, and it slipped it's way stealthily into the dark corners of 
his consciousness, blurring the contrast between good sense and the absurd. He almost laughed out 
loud, ,his fear had brought him to the edge of sheer hopelessness! How naive we humans are, how silly 
our thinking. Wild animals are wild animals, trained by instinct-the need for survival, they are 
experts at stalking prey. To even think he could detect them, that they would give clues perceptible 
to humans-creatures so far down the survival chain, what clumsy arrogance! He was at the mercy 
of the very heart of nature itself! 
He struggled to calm himself and just as he did so, the cold plunged down again, sweeping its cloak 
around him. He became aware of the rain again too, and it finished the job, bringing his senses right 
back to the here and now. He had to press on, walking faster than ever. Looking forward, he blinked 
the droplets from his lashes, he thought it looked as if the sky lightened ahead. He leaned into his 
stride and stared up as if to somehow simultaneously pull it closer with his eyes, yet it seemed to move 
with him step for step. 
The uneven rocks between the tracks turned his ankles inside his soggy boots. 
© r hoover 2002 
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or Nightmare? 
Patrick Witwicki 
Former OP Sports Editor 
His mother was so excited, she nearly fell from the bleach-
, 
ers. 
Her s~n, Peter, had just scored to tie the game at one. This 
was the Atom "A" hockey playoffs, and the team needed to 
win. The goal itself could be called "typically Canadian": a mad 
scramble in from of the net, and Peter jamming in the 
rebound, as he fell to the ice. A grinder's goal, much like goals 
Jarome Iginla of the Calgary Flames or Brendan Shanahan of 
the Detroit Red Wings score on a regular basis. They epitomize 
the bushel of future hockey players coming out of Canada's 
minor hockey program. But is that a good thing? 
Coquiclam ends up winning the game, and Peter will get the 
chance to lace up the skates at the provincials. He is only ten 
years old, but anyone can tell he is just as excited as his moth-
er. "I can't wait," he says, smiling in wonder. His mother ruf-
fles his hair, and says, "He works so hard. He's going to be 
great." 
"I want to play for the Canucks with Markus Naslund," 
Peter states. Lofty dreams, but he isn't the only Canadian boy 
to dream of a future in the NHL. On frozen ponds all across 
Canada, kids wearing their favourite players' jerseys pretend 
that they're playing for the Stanley Cup. The reality? Less than 
one percent of those dreamers will ever get there. 
The only way to the NHL from minor hockey, it seems, is 
through the Canadian junior system. A young BC hockey 
player, even as young as Peter, must start thinking about which 
route he wants to take: the Western Hockey League (WHL-
also known as "Major Junior") , or the British Columbia 
Hockey League (BCHL - also known as Junior "A"). Ron 
Boileau has been President of the BCHL for 12 years now. He 
is also a hockey historian, and has every NHL media guide dat-
ing back to 1932. He can even tell you who scored the winning 
goal when Vancouver (at that time, the Millionaires) won their 
only Stanley Cup in 1915. 
Bur his astute hockey knowledge has also noticed something 
else over the past decade: the skill level in Canadian hockey 
players has declined. Where are the next Wayne Gretzkys or 
Mario Lemieuxs? "There's not a lot of skilled players out 
there," admits Boileau. "This year's [NHL] draft is ~dy 
the poorest ever. And we've heard that for the last number of 
years. We should be gening stronger, shouldn't we?" 
Even so, junior hockey has continued to 
Boileau took over as President 12 years ago, 
teams. Now the league has 17 in total. The 
expanded, to the point where the league can now have a BC 
division by irsel£ Less than a decade ago, the only BC teams 
were in Kamloops and Victoria. So, it appears that there are 
more options for kids coming out of minor hockey. "There are 
kids out there who do their homework, and research it proper-
ly," says Boileau, commenting on how kids decide which 
league to play in. "The ones who are most successful in life are 
those with a good education." 
But what kind of education is happening at the grass-roots 
level? According to a recent census by the Pacific Coast 
Amateur Hockey Association (PCAHA), who govern minor 
hockey in the Lower Mainland, over 19,000 kids were enrolled 
in hockey in 2000. There are so many kids playing minor 
hockey, some associations have waiting lists of over 500. Dave 
Griffith has coached minor hockey for 11 years, and most 
recently coached the Maple Ridge Midget B team. And he 
agrees that minor hockey isn't doing a good enough job devel-
oping young players. "There's too much emphasis on games 
over practice," he sighs. "From the age of 10 and up, they add 
more games, and the finer skills are lacking." Many players, 
uncertain of their skill level, don't believe they're good enough 
to even try out for a junior team. ''I'd say 20 to 30 percent feel 
they have the ability, but only 5 to 10 percent will try out, 
unless they're asked," Griffith says. 
'~king" happens from time to time. All WHL teams have 
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huge scoutin staffs, and they regularly attend rinks all over 
BC, trying to md the next "great" 14 year-old (Bantam) hock-
ey player. The BCHL doesn't follow this trend, and instead, lets 
players come and try out instead. "We don't have any protect-
ed lists," says Boileau. "The players decide on their own who 
they want to play for." But not all upcoming kids are trying 
out. Who's getting left behind? 
Sean Kclso recently finished his first season as Director of 
Media Relations for the WHI:s newest team, the Vancouver 
Giants. Halfway through the season, the team traded most of 
their veterans (20 year~olds) in an effort to get younger, and 
stockpiled picks for the Bantam draft. Scouts compile their 
lists of the best prospects, and then WHL reams make their 
selections. These players become the team's property, and are 
placed on a .. protected" list. Kelso is convinced the Bantam 
draft is grear for hockey. "Most teams have 10 regional scouts, 
so we can always find the best players. That's how we're going 
to build our team into a winner." 
Winning. This statement could be the main problem in 
minor hockey. Junior hockey is a business, and if the team isn't 
winning, the building is probably empty. So, this particular 
argument supports the Bantam draft. Get the kid while he's 
still young, and he can develop with the team. And the WHL 
doesn't shy away from their true mandate: their goal is to devel-
op players for the NHL. Boileau questions this perception. Just 
because a player is in the WHL doesn't guarantee he'll get 
drafted by the NHL. "Every year, only 20 to 25 players [out of 
approximately 500] get drafted," he says. "And out of that, 
maybe one will actually make it [to the NHL]." 
So, are kids being pushed into junior hockey too quickly? 
Don Cherry, host of "Coach's Corner" on Hockey Night in 
Canada, recently said, "They're bringing these kids up too fast. 
They bring them up so they can sit on the bench all game? It's 
sad, really sad." But Laurence Heinen, editor for BC Hockey 
Now, disagrees. He covers various minor hockey tournaments 
every year for his publication. "I hear people say minor hock-
ey is in trouble, but the rinks are always full. Minor hockey 
tournaments get huge turnouts." Right, because there's a prize. 
Someone will win something. 
Boileau considers this "winning" mentality as the main 
problem. "Parents always get talked into chasing that [NHL] 
dream [by WHL scours]," he says. "Parents aren't interested in 
they just want to see Johnny "' 
influx of h~ 
time, the game ratio is 
"Coaches have to buy in skills. The attitude in 
minor hockey has to Griffith agrees with Boileau. 
"We need to take the away from winning, and just 
focus on skill they're [at least] 13," he says. 
During a game, they're lucky if they get to touch the 
puck once or twice." the opportunities for prac-
tice aren't available, he some kids are missing out. 
"Kids that don't pick away aren't getting a proper 
chance," he says. "It's as in school: if you're not in that 
top 10 to 20 not getting what you need to 
develop." 
Kelso admits practice time at the minor league 
level would help. to filter down to our level. Pat Quinn 
(co-owner of the Giants) once said that the kids coming out of 
major junior were like robots," he says. Two years ago, the 
Canadian Hockey Association (CHA) held a summit, and con-
ducted studies on what was wrong with Canada's game. Several 
startling facts were discovered from that study. In Finland, for 
example, a practice to game ratio was 3 to 1, completely the 
opposite of most areas in Canada. Many European countries 
had similar ratios to Finland. Is it any coincidence that over the 
past decade, more and more European players are being draft-
ed for the NHL and fewer and fewer Canadians? Or, that most 
current Canadian NHL players (like Iginla and Shanahan) are 
the other press 
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referred to as "grinders," while European players like Naslund 
are considered as "skilled?" 
The CHA is determined to make changes, and after that 
summit, both Gretzky and Bob Nicholson (CHA President) 
offered recommendations. The main one was to put more 
emphasis on practice time. This will put more emphasis on 
developing players' skills, as opposed to always trying to "win." 
Some associations have already taken the necessary steps to put 
those recommendations in motion. But not all associations are 
doing enough. And if you add in the various problems with 
parents abusing officials, or fighting each other in the stands, 
minor hockey is far from being fixed. Recently, there have been 
two separate incidents in Port Moody where fans fought, while 
the kids on the ice simply looked on. And a separate incident 
a few years ago in Port Coquitlam still stands out, where the 
building had to be cleared, and the cops called in, before the 
two Bantam teams on the ice could finish their game. 
So, is there a solution? Yes, some will say, "What problem?" 
And after our recent victory at the 2002 Winter Olympics, it 
may seem like a valid argument. But what can be done at the 
minor hockey level to ensure Canadian hockey doesn't contin-
ue to fall behind the level of the Europeans? Well, until the rest 
of Canada implements Gretzky's recommendations, it's up to 
the players to improve. "They have to put in the extra time," 
says Boileau. "[Paul} Kariya used to practice his backhand 
[shot] for hours." Kelso thinks that spring and summer hock-
ey leagues help. "Kids can play ice hockey now all year-round," 
he says. But the facts are obvious: a kid can't move up the ranks 
on minor hockey standards alone. 
The future of Canadian hockey may seem confusing. Every 
person will probably offer a different answer. "They're 
[Canadian Hockey] going in the right direction," Kelso claims. 
"They kind of lost track over me yeats, and the Europeans 
caught up to us." Factor in the success of the women's hockey 
team at the Olympics, and the next five to ten years could be 
exciting for Canadian minor hockey. 
Then again, it might get worse. The pressure to win usually 
overrides the goal of simply going out and having fun. Dave 
Lowry, Calgary Flames forward, claims, "Kids, and even more 
so, parents get so caught up in the game, they forget to have 
fun ." Fun. Hasn't minor hockey neglected that lately? Are the 
parents who are fighting in the stands having fun? What about 
rt. g,ach who is constantly yelling at the referee? Parents push 
tlitit kids and spend a lot of money in the hopes that one day, 
their little Johnny will sign that lucrative NHL contract. 
Everyone is under so much pressure to win, the focus on a 
player's development is lost. 
But if the practice to game ratio becomes a reality, maybe the 
game can evolve and get back to the point where Canadians 
can stand by the claim that "hockey is our game." After all, 
there are skilled Canadian players out there. Paul Kariya made 
it. There must be others, right? "They are out there," smiles 
Boileau. "We just have to work harder to find them." As for 
him, he has no intention of stepping back from the BCHL any 
time soon. "I would do it for free if I didn't need the money to 
support myself," he laughs. And of course, he loves the game 
of hockey. Isn't that why we attend hockey games? Because we 
love the game? Most of us watched that game on February 24, 
and felt proud to be Canadian. So, maybe we can get hockey 
back, and make it ours once again. 
Peter has a similar opinion on the subject, but his future 
concern is more current. He is thinking about the provincials. 
"We can win," he smiles. "I know we can." His mother simply 
beams with pride. She believes minor hockey is just fine, thank 
you very much, and her dream is reflected in her son's eyes that 
maybe one day, after all his hard work and dedication, he will 
live the Canadian dream, and play in the NHL. 
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Diamonds are a Girl's 
Best Friend 
J.R.L 
OP Contributor 
Let me begin with an apology; I am no 
sports writer so if you are looking for stats or 
any actual sporting facts you may want to stop 
reading now. I am not terribly thrilled at how 
snugly I fit into the girls-don't-know-shit-
about-sports cliche, bur that's where I am. My 
relationship with sports is confusing, kind of a 
love/hate thing. Because I am a Canadian with 
two brothers and a father who are hockey 
freaks, I grew up watching Hockey Night in 
Canada, and we only had one television. I 
went to a few Winnipeg Jets games because 
my dad had season's tickets, but I never really 
got it right. One game I wore all black during 
a "White Out" and was harassed by the 
Dancing Gabe all night. The game really did-
n't interest me much; I was fascinated by the 
spectacle of such a large sporting event. I 
would sit in my primo seat, ignoring the game 
and the resentful glares of those in the shitty 
seats and people watch. This annoyed my 
father so much; he eventually stopped giving 
me tickets, which was a pisser because those 
tickets scored me many dates. Well, the Jets 
moved on and so did I. Other than feeling a 
little shiver of nationalism upon hearing the 
opening theme of Hockey Night in Canada 
and the required pride in our Olympic hockey 
triumphs, I've pretty much steered clear of 
sports. 
Truthfully, and this is where the hate por-
tion of love/hate comes in, sports fans irritate 
the shit out of me. There is nothing more 
offensive than talking to a guy while he gazes 
transfixed at the 1V over your shoulder. If it's 
a particularly good game, it doesn't even mat-
ter how many buttons you undo, even pre-
tending to blow a beer bottle will only earn 
you a disinterested glance. Then there are the 
people who memorize stars, frequent sports 
bars and shell out huge sums of cash to watch 
a game with other smelly loud fans. Ugh, I just 
don't get it, but that won't stop me from writ-
ing about it. 
Over the Labour Day long weekend I went 
to Seattle to watch a Mariners game, and I was 
excited to check out one of America's premiere 
diamonds. My baseball knowledge is limited 
to Kevin Cosmer movies and Big League 
Chew, bur it wasn't baseball that I trekked to 
Safeco Field for; it was a taste of Americana I 
was afrer. And bless those stars and stripes, I 
got it. 
Safeco Field has danced gleefully on the old 
Kingdome's grave since 1999. Designed to 
look Like an old time park, complete with real 
grass and a manual scoreboard, Safeco is a cap-
italist temple. Nine elevators and eleven esca-
lators will safely deliver you and your wallet to 
any one of the Mariner's Team stores, the base-
ball museum, one of the many bars and restau-
rants as well as the gazillion concession stands 
andATMs. 
Although we hear daily how Americans have 
stopped spending since September 11th, the 
ball park must be the one place they loosen the 
purse strings. First of all, the game was sold 
out and while the tickets are a helluva lot 
cheaper (even with exchange) than a Canucks 
game, for a decent seat you're looking at $30 
USD. My companion and I bought our tick-
ets from a "season ticket holder" standing our-
side the box-office. Don't forget parking- we 
found nothing for under $20 USD. Politely 
declining the $10 Mariners towels that were 
waved in our faces as we filed into the park, we 
scurried past the Team Store and found our 
seats. We were seated in the AVAYA Terrace 
Club with a good view of the field and, more 
importantly, where you can order food and 
drinks to your seat. You cannot go to a ball 
game and not stuff yourself. I think it is in the 
constitution or something because everyone 
around us was clutching a beer and cramming 
hotdogs and/or fries into their faces. We fig-
ured, when in Rome... We filled out our 
menu cards trying not to squeal over the prices 
($6 for a beer, $5.75 for a hotdog and $4.50 
for fries - in US funds, remember) and hand-
ed them over to a waiting attendant. Ten min-
utes later the food arrived, and even though 
the meal was sickeningly expensive, it tasted 
great. We ordered Safeco Field's famous 
Grounder's Garlic fries to piss off the snooty 
couple sitting beside us. It worked, they made 
faces at us, and that was wonderful, but even 
better was how fan-fucking-tastic those garlic 
fries were. Fries covered in sea salt and mounds 
of fresh garlic, served with a slice of green 
apple - I get hot just thinking about it. 
With the food out of the way, I was eager to 
hear the anthem. I expected everyone to weep 
and clutch their hearts in fevered patriotism. I 
hadn't long to wait and within a few moments 
the announcer asked the gentlemen to remove 
their ballcaps and to please rise for the singing 
of the national anthem. I was sorely disap-
pointed. Other than a few military types who 
did place their hands over their hearts, most 
people just looked bored. No one in our row 
even sang along. But they really got into the 
canned crap music that followed. Each 
Mariner has his own song that is played when 
he is introduced. Obviously, the player's PR 
people know their audience adores really shit-
ty music and likes to identify their favourite 
Mariner with said shitty music. For example 
John Olerud is piped in with the catchy "Ole, 
ole, Ole ole" from the American/Calypso mas-
terpiece, Hot, Hot, Hot. 
It was hilarious and humiliating all at the 
same time. I don't know if it's my inner elitist 
or just being born a self-respecting Canadian, 
but the sight of all those crazy Americans 
grooving their chubby, mostly white bodies 
with such wild abandon made me quiver with 
embarrassment. It was like I had fallen into a 
Simpsons episode, but I was watching it with 
the dumb-asses who only tuned in to hear Bart 
say 'eat my shorts'. I felt like I was the only one 
who got the joke. My companion didn't seem 
to notice anything; he was watching some-
thing on the field. He barely even looked 
when I nudged him, begging him to help me 
make fun of the dancing husband/wife duo 
shaking it up in front of us. They were wear-
ing matching Mariners track suits and they 
weren't even smiling as they carried on. It was 
remember that shirt you passed 
on to your little brother? 
and that bike you passed 
on to your little sister? 
Recycle life ... 
register 
to be an 
organ donor 
·~ft· British Columbia 
Transplant Society 
register electronically by visiting 
www.transplant.bc.ca 
604-877-2240 
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Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifieds up to 30 
words, e-mail: 
submit@op.douglas.bc.ca with your 
name, student number, desired section, 
and put "classified" in the subject line. 
Staff and Student Organizations 
Receive 50% off our Fast Cash Ad 
rate. 
Fast Cash Ads 3 lines 3 times fOr $20 
(30 words max). Open rate of $5 per 
line. Enquiries: call our advertising 
manager at 604-525-3542. 
Pictures 
Classifieds pictures are $10 each 
printing for all of the above 
categories. The picture size is 3.5cm 
x 2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
fOUowing Wednesday's paper. Check 
your ad fur errors and please call or 
e-mail our offices to reporr any 
corrections. To ensure the integrity 
of our student newspaper, we reserve 
the right to revise, reclassify, edit or 
refuse your ad. 
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Sports Writing: 
the Literary Athlete 
by Adam Honsinger 
Did you know that Leo Tolstoy secretly wanted to be a gymnast? Or that Earnest 
Hemingway once pitched for the Dodgers? Were you aware that Emily Bronte was a huge 
Manchester United fan? Did you know that Pat Witwicki, the former Sports Editor here 
at the other Press, has written eight or nine novels? 
The truth is, that Mr. Witwitcki has moved on to his dream job as the editor of BC 
Hockey Now, the direct result of his studies here at Douglas combined with two years of 
diligent writing for the Other Press. 
The way I see it; most people either play sports, or watch sports, either way everybody 
interested in sports, usually has something to say about it. So why not write about it. 
Attend games, interview players, fans and coaches. Share your views, recap hi-lights, sup-
port local and professional teams. 
The Other Press is looking for someone interested in covering local and professional sport 
events. Douglas College kicks off the month of September with the launch of men's soc-
cer, women's basketball tryouts, premier women's rugby, baseball, volleyball, and a mid-
month athlete's bbq. 
classifieds 
Announcements ®I For Sale ®I Seruices ®I Housing ®I 
September 12th FOLD OUT COT, new, green, Makeup Artist/Stylist for hire; "Campus Residence 
Noon at New West presents $30.00, call 604-984-3442 Weddings, Special Occasions, Co-operative Association (CRCA) 
Tempest Winds 
PEAVEY 110 bass amp, $250.00 
Stylist for Bands; Lessons avail- http://www3.telus.net/crca/ From 
Mark McGregor, flute able. Call Shannon time to time we accept applications 
Peter Gal, oboe and SAMICK four string bass gui- 604-465-3366 for vacancies, sublets and waiclists. 
Caroline Gauthier, clarinet tar, with hard-shell case. $250.00 cell: 604-928-2798 We look for responsible employed 
Ingrid Chiang, bassoon call Hamish 604-790-8259 individuals or students who are 
Heather Walker, horn ANSWERING MACHINE, Tutoring Seruices @I happy to contribute their skills and 
With Dale Aucoin, saxophone white, $10.00 call604-984-3442 Learn with a tutor or become a ideas to the co-operative. 
12:30 pm Performing Arts Theatre volunteer tutor. Call ICARE at theco-op@telus.net " 
TABLE HOCKEY, sudden death, 604-527-5409 September 19 - October 29 like new, $40.00 Browse the DSU Housing Registry 
The Amelia Douglas Gallery call 604-984-3442 New Westminster Campus www.douglasstudentsunion.ca/hou 
presents James Keary: Illusions of Learning Centre 2nd Floor, South sing.htm 
Grandeur Opening reception Brand new MP3 player, Creative Building, Room 2847. 
September 19, 4- 8 Nomad Jukebox, 6 GB. Offers. A beautiful place to live. Call604-527-5539 or email 604-520-0553 
September 19th 
gogatz@hotmail.com learnctr@douglas.bc.ca 
Noon @ New West presents Employment ®I Shared accommodations near www. rutorseverywhere.com 
New Vistas in Chinese Music metrotown or new west. 
Randy Raine-Reusch and Mei TRAVEL teach English: job Writer's Touch. Gayle Pryor 604-439-7890 guaranteed. 5 day Oune 15-19) Han, Zheung 12:30 pm, 
or ONLINE or by corresp.) 604-427-6069 Computers ®I Performing Arts Theatre 
TESOL teacher cert. course, gov't Wanted ®I Automobiles ®I accred. 1000's of great$$ jobs ®I Personals globally. FREE info pack Floor Hockey Players 
1989 Beige Volvo 740GL 4cl 1-888-270-2941 Lawrence 604-521-1807 
engine, power locks, power www.canadianglobal.net, Attend www.douglas.bc.ca/csrw 
windows, sunroof, radio with tape day one free. 
deck. Set of 4 snow tires with Join the Green Team. We meet 
rims. Selling for $5,000. I Saw You ®I every 4th Thursday of the month, Call 604-472-0091 12 noon in room 4920 
Sumo wrestling. You were the sexy 
1987 Gray Chevrolet SlO Truck beast in the purple diapers. I'll be Books ®I 
4 speed manual with canopy waiting outside the Other Press 
Call604-472-0091 office. http://www.saveonbook.com/ 
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